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This issue of Timberline Tales took me 100 hours to put it
together. Unfortunately, my work pressure leaves me little
free time and I would like to pass this job on to someone else.
I miss the mountains and want to get back to them in my spare
time.
I would prefer to lead trips rather than put this publication, schedules and notices together.
Many thanks for the good write-ups people sent in. Actually,
only 10% of the Rambler outings have been written up. Thank God!
Otherwise this issue would have been 600 pages long. Seriously,
I am as guilty of not doing write-ups as anyone. I must change.
I notice that we still need to teach our members how to
camp in the wilderness and leave NO trace. Corne on people,
let's throw away our old style camping methods. We are
destroying wilderness others have strived to save.
I hope everyone reads the next couple of pages describing
the duties of a leader.
Get out those x-c skis. Winter is coming. Hope to see
you in the mountains!
~/--;----~
P.S. The picture on the cover o f l f i ~ 4 = - w a s not my

uncle!
I am getting tired of hearing that joke. Actually,
the fellow was a famous European climber who did climbs from
1860 to 1880 that are classic rock climbs even today.
The cover photo (mine, of course) of this issue of
Timberline Tales shows Rambler Junior which is part of Rambler
Peak located near Elk River Pass. See Margaret Symon's
write-up.
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RULES FOR LEADERS
BEFORE THE HIKE

Select an interesting route, lunch stop with a view, (where
practical) and an objective or destination within the likely
capability of the group. Where practical make a reconnaissance, and possiply select an alternate objective.
Check and boots, equipment and experience of the hikers.
If
one hiker is hurt or out of condition, somebody should accompany him or her back, thus spoiling the outing for both.
Refuse to take those unsuitable.
Remember, dogs are not allowed on Rambler outings.
For large groups on hikes, break up into a number of groups,
according to hiking ability, each with a competant leader.
Arrange for someone to type an interesting and explanative
account of the outing, including the names of the hikers
amd mail it to the editor within two weeks of the hike.
If the leader cannot lead, arrange for an alternate leader,
this is a very important responsibility.
DURING THE HIKE

/

Start slowly, stopping for viewpoints or for short rests.
Later stop about hourly for a five minute rest.
Pick the route for safety, viewpoints and ease of hiking.
Skirt burns or young forests (too much brush).
Ridges
are often easier to hike than valley bottoms.
Introduce new guests and make them welcomed.
assistance to them in difficult areas.

Provide

Watch the progress of the group, stopping to let the slower
hikers catch up. Adjust the pace and the destination to the
ability of the slower hiker.
If the group has to split, have
a responsible leader, preferably with a map and compass, for
each sub-group. Arrange between the groups for a meeting
place and alternative arrangements if one group does not
appear.

RULES FOR L E A D E R S { ~ )

3.
bon't over exert to reach a destination--it won't disappear.
Too fast a pace can discourage inexperienced hikers from enjoying the outdoors.
Promote Safety. Teach the use of the rope and ice axe on
exposed slopes.
Be equipped to render first aid.
Discourage rolling rocks, sliding down unchecked snow slopes.
Keep
the group together.
Prevent Forest Fires by building fires in the subsoil and
thoroughly extinguishing them.
Pack out empty cans and other
non-burnable gargage. Prohibit smoking in dry woods.
Keep the outdoors clean. Leave only your footsteps and your
memories.
Don't chop live trees except in an emergency.
Act like a cat when going to the toilet.
Teach good woods and mountain knowledge and appreciation,
sµch
as route finding, ' avoiding rock outcrops, identification
..
of flora and fauna, and naming advasent peaks. Teach developing hikers to be leaders.
AFTER THE HIKE
Assure that everyone is safely out of the woods before
leaving the area. Organize a rescue if necessary through
the R.C.M.P., if necessary.
THE LEADER IS GENERALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFETY, WELLBEING AND ENJOYMENT OF THE GROUP AND FOR THE PRESERVATION OF
THE COUNTRY.
Thanx to John Cowlin for submitting these rules which were
originally published in Timberline Tales in January, 1967.
/
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134 • ll Avc-nuc- S. E
Calgary, Alberta

T2G OXS
July JO, 1975

\tr.

Roger O. Freeman
Ncwslettc-r Editor
Federatlon of !buntain Clubs
of Rritish Columbia
3507 West 47,h Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbla
V6N 3N9

Dear ~r. Freeman:
This ls a reply to your lc-tter of June 22, 1975, concerning the boundaries
for the West Coast Trail Unit of Pacific Rim Nation11l Park and the access
to the Trail in the Port Renfrew area.
The agreement between the Federal C.overnmcnt and the Province of Rd ish
Columbia to establish the Park, identifies the park area and thus the
boundaries. lhe objecti•:e is to incl •Jd<" the West Co3st Trail plus the
watersheds of Tsusiat, llobi ton and Squal icum Lakes into the p3rk. Substantial acreage of TFL lands is involved. The Provi11cc of British
C!>lumbia is working on thE: TFL problem_.
Parks Canada ls aware of the access problem to the West Coast Trail in the
Port Renfrt"w area. With the confluence of the Gordon and San Juan Rivers,
Indian lands, and the RCFP industrial facil itics, it is a co;,iplex situation
involvjng many interests, other jurisdictions, aluady established facilities
and topographical limitations. Parks Canada is striving to achieve a
satisfactorv solution so that better access and trail-head facilities can
be built as' soon as possible.

i

ti. C. furnhul l
Di rec tor
ll'cstrrn Rci:ion
Parks Canada

cc:

A/Supcrintc:-ndcnt,
Pacific Rim NH iona I Park
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The morning of the 10th dawned grey and ·drizzly.
A perfect day to visit the Hot Springs and not good for
much else. There were thirteen of us, and we figured
the boat trip would cost thirteen dollars each.
Three hours out of Tofino we were in some pretty
heavy seas for a 32-foot boat, but thrashed our way around Openit Peninsula and into the quiet harbour that
is Hot Springs Cove. Amid deepening shades of grey we
made camp--some by the springs and most of us at the
only possible-looking campsite along the trail, about
¼ mile from the springs.
The weekend was not like other Rambler trips.
It
was like we were on a different schedule--almost a
different time frame.
First of all, we didn't 11 do 11
anything in the normal hiking/climbing sense. The closest we came to that was a hike to the end of the cove,
which somehow got divereed to the float, where a fish
boat was tied up and we scrounged a couple of cod.
Then there was the place itself, a real rain
forest with all kinds of special effects--like real
rain. And surf thundering in the distance, and the
trees covering and darkly enveloping everything and
swirling and swooping to the shore like in an Emily Carr
painting.
And the springs, gurgling from the ground, filling
pools among the rocks, shrouded in sulphur steam. Somehow it seemed incongruous to see unclad human forms
clambering around the waterfall or luxuriating in a
pool, with the icy North Pacific smashing against the
rocks less than 100 feet away.
It takes quite an ace
of will to leave the warm water once you're in. Despite
the warnings of local fishermen that staying in the
springs too long would sap our strength, we spent enormous amounts of time there.
I don't remember how
long it was, but everyone seemed sure that we'd set
some kind of crazy record.
It was also a more "together" trip than most. With
no objective other than being where we were and doing
what we wanted, there was no hurry, and the group was
closer than when we just camp together a~d each person
or small group brances off on its own side trip. When
we parted in Tofino, everyone seemed more happy, relaxed, and mellowed out. A good way to end the season.
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After getting home from being away for five weeks, and not
having done any climbing since Elkhorn June 1-4. Two night at
h me was enought to encourage me to start looking for someone to
do some climbing with. After a few phonecalls Ray Paine and myself made plans to set out for Mt. Col: Foster. I had Foster in
the back of my mind ever since seeing pictures and hearing of it
over a year and a half ago.
Ray and I got together at Bob ~ustin's at 2:30 a.m. after
Ray just got down Island f~om climbing the Golden Hinde. After
doing laundry, shoppping, swimming and coffee at the lodge we
finally camped at the head of the Elkhorn Valley.
(Probably one
of the longest records ever to get up island.) Another day passed
while it took us all day to get up to Landslide Lake. We had all
intentions of getting up at 4 a.m. to get a fairly decent day in,
but as the night rolled in Mother Nature wanted to play games with
us. As we got up at exactly 4 o'clock (only 15 minutes late).
It was beautiful outside all nice and cloudy, wet, and rainy.
Agter a whole morning of cloud, sun, and showers we finally pushed off at 10, all went well till we got up to the rockbreak in
the Snow Bank. Just as we were getting out our gear for the first
lead the storm hit us.
It deposited about a½ inch of hail in
about 10-15 minutes. But with still full intentions of making it
to the summit we pushed on. From here on the storm got progressingly worse. One minute it was hailing, the next snowin, then
raining over and over again. We set 4:00 as a turn around point,
4:00 came around we were no where near our objective. There was
no way, no way that we were going to go down the same rock we
came up in this weather. So no other choice than to biowac. We
kept going up and up looking for a spot. But none was to be
found.
6:00 came around leaving Ray to pull up the rope and get
a hot drink and some food going.
I went up higher to look for
a biowac spot but found none. On the way back got lost in the
storm and only found my way back by Ray's voice. After a hot
drink and some food we decided no o~her choice than to go down.
It would have been a fairly nice rock climb in good weather but
there was no--rway.:::we could do that now. We had to reppel all the
way down, for the first reppel we didn't use a sling, just dropped the rope over a rock but soon found that it didn't work. So
I had to climb back up and put a sling in. The last 2 reppels
were done in the dark. The last one without a sling. Because
we had run out, even after undoing the ones with nuts on them.
I couldn't find a single crack to put a piton in, finally found
one but the ption would only go half way in not telling Ray this,
we reppelled off it down to the snow slope. Then finding out
that the rope was caught.
3½ hours and 13 reppels later after
our stop we were off our major obsticale. Nothing much happened
between then and 2:00 a.m. when we got back to our camp. Other
than a fall by Ray that dragged me down also. Which could have
come close to killing us both, and Ray losing his ice axe.
Getting back to our tent was eventful moment whe n I found out
that all I had to sleep in was dry booties, d a mp jeans, and a
soaked "T" shirt. A short restless night was enough -encouragement to tell us to get out. In search of further excitements,
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in the form of the "Gold River Pub". Even though we were a failure in our objective this was a most rewarding tr ip.

OSHINOW LAKE CANOE TRIP
September 14

&

15, 1974

This was a beautiful place to enjoy a hot summer
weekend.
It was really good for swimming and canoeing,
but not so good for fishing.
From Port Alberni we d~ove via the Great Central
Lake road and then followed the logging roads along
the Ash River, past Elsie Lake and finally into Oshinow
take--a total distance of about 40 miles which took
nearly 2½ hours to cover, mostly on very dusty roads.
Also a major obstacle had to be overcome--near the lake,
a creek crosses the road, so we all had to drive
through it, however, none of the cars suffered any
damage.
We paddled about 3 miles to the end of the lake
where 4 of us set up camp. The next morning we explored the river valley at the head of the lake and
found several lovely swamp meadows about ½ mile from
the lake. This was a great breeding grourid f for hundreds of hungry mosquitoes, but the backdrop of the
snowcapped mountain peaks made a very picturesque setting, well worth our visit.
The Comox glacier and the Red Pillar are clearly
seen from Oshinow, and the early morning reflections
on the mirror calm water provide beautiful settings
for pictures and for enjoyment canoeing, fishing or
just loafing.
Participants: Brian Johnson; John Laur ie; Inna
Shaeffer; Hanna Ehsenberg; Dave & Patrick Lydeman;
Bern Giesbrecht; Sharon Harshaw (reporter); Bob
Hawes ( leader) .
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This trip was a joint Rambler and CDMC affair and there were
several members of both clubs plus several guests from Qualicum,
Victoria, and California. We met at the foot of the Augerpoint
trail at 10 a.m. Saturday 18th and started up the mountain. The
weather was partly cloudy and cool enough to make climbing really
enjoyable.
The week before we put in another switchback on the trail
and it is now in good shape all the way to the first rocky ridge.
Some work has to be done higher up, but that will have to wiat
till next year.
Some of the . crew were not in too good shape and progress
was rather slow, so we'didn't get to the cam~site on tip till
after seven that night.
Sunday I decided to stay · at the same site for the day and
everybody could go off exploring on their own or loaf around
camp.
I took the opportunity to backtrack on the trail and put
some more markers up on the upper section. Nobody should have
any trouble finding their way now in either direction.
Some of
the more enterprising members of the party climbed Augerpoint and
then decided to drop right down to a little lake which is the
source of the Oyster River, but is not even on the map. They
told me they had erected a rockcairn on the shore with a crudely
carved sign proclaiming it Jack Shark Lake and we all had a
good laugh, when I mentioned that al least the department could
not have any objections, since officially the lake does not exist.
While the party was climbing the cliffs out of the lake, the rest
of as sat on top and watched their progress. We all returned to
camp together and found two more members of our expedition busy
making us all a pot of tea. They had camped at the foot of the
trail on Saturday night and cought up with us on Sunday. There
were now twelve of us altogether, four women and eight men
ranging from the teens to the sixties and it was a very happy
mix. With one or two exceptions we were all strangers to each
other and I must say it was one of the nicest groups of people I
ever had on a cross country hike anywhere.
Mend•¥ we broke camp and followed the ridge towarda Augerpoint in order to drop down to Ruth Masters Lake. On one of the
steep sections we had a bit of trouble with one of the teenagers.
He suddenly decided he was goint to fall off the mountain and we
had quite a time to get him over the bad spots. He greatly improved though after that and we had no more trouble from then on.
Some of the party left their pakcs on top of the ridge and
made a sidetrip to investigate the possibility of climbing the
unnamed peak Carl Lund and his prtner climbed for the first time
two years ago. After taking a good look at the rock, they de-cided it was too tricky without ropes and came back. We made
camp below Ruth Masters Lake on a lovely meadow with lots of
wood and water handy.
It's the best campsite on the whole trip.
Tuesday we stayed at the same campsite and different groups
could go off on their own in all directions, while I spent some
time rerouting a path down the cliffs to the foot of Mt. Albert
Edward and taping it. One group went on over towards Charity
Lake with the intention to find a way up King George the Fifth,
but ran out of time and returned to camp- after climbing around
0

-·

.
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the cliffs for whil~~ Wednesday we moved camp down the cliffs above Ralph Lake and
sat down again a few hundred feet up on the S. W. ridge of Albert
Edward. There is one more set of cliffs just above our camp and
we found a very good deer trail which led us right up and over.
So we spent some time brushing it out and I used up the last of
my tape to mark it.
I think the whole route is well enough marked now, that even a newcomer should have no difficulty in following it.
Thursday had to be a long day as we had to get over Albert
Edward and down the otner side. There were high clouds and it
was bitterly cold. As a matter of fact, we had frost every night
except the last one, when we were camparatively low down on Forbidden Plateau.
I had broken my ankle in the spring and it was
still bothering me a bit, but I thought I was in good enough shape
to make the trip. Well, it was alright as long as we -were climbor on the level, but going down from Albert Edward I was in
trouble and had to slow down considerably. While the rest of the
party went all the way to the top and spent some time there, I
went on and bypassed the peak at a snail's pace and crept on down
towards the prospective campsite above Circlet Lake.
Friday we got off Albert Edward and headed for our last camp
near Johnson Lake.
Since we were on good marked trails now, I
sent the gang ahead and led from the rear. Most of them had never
been on the Plateau before, so they spent some time roaming around the different lakes and having a look at Cruikshank Canyon,
while I relentlessly, at a snail's pace crept towards Johnson
Lake and the campsite. We all got there just about the same
time and had our last pow wow around the campfire that night.
Saturday most of the group decided to go ,.out by way of Slingshot Meadows and over Mt. Becher, while I was hoping to be able
to get out the shortest route possible. The night before the
group had decided to take most of my pack and divide it up amongst themselves, so I was able to travel comparately light and get
out under my own power. Of course, by the time I slowly sidled
down the skislopes towards the parking lot, the rest of the party
were all assembled ther, waiting fro, me and also our transportation to Courtenay. Two of the brawnier members of our party
came to meet me and before I realized what was happening, they
picked me up and carried me off the mountain the last few hundred
feet to the parking lot. Needless to say, the rest of the gang
were there with cameras ready, to record this momentous event.
The trip officially ended with a dinnerparty at Mr. Mike's in
Courtenay, which I'm sure nobody there will forget in a hurry.
Along on the trip were: Jack Shark, Karen Peterson, Bill
Miller, Sandy Newman, Jan Dazey, Phil Archinbronn, Barbara
Hargreaves.

v Acri

k1±tt:~elf, Hans Ed~:~ ::~~et

on Friday night in Duncan, we then drove to Courtne y a nd stayed
with Mao Schaeffer making the group five.
Early Saturday morning we drov e to Campbe ll Rive r where we
caught a Beaver which flew us into Burman Lake. We saw a lot
of Strathcona Park as the pilot did not know wh ere Burman Lake
was so circled a long way south be fore asking us where is it?
We landed and waded to shore at the east end of the l ake and at
8:30 a.m. had packed our day packs and set off u p the Hinde.
After going up ttre stair like ridg e we started up the open south
face.
Bright sunshine tempted us to take off o u r shirts, the
mosquitos found this good also! Lots of repe l lent and on we
went, we crossed a few snow patche s which were firm then scrambled up the south ridge to the summit.
It took fo ur ~ours.
Where at 12:30 p.m., being earlier than expected we sunbathed
and relaxed for 2 hours befor heading down.
Smoke cut down
the visibility, bµt a very impress ive spot oo b e. Going down
was slow as the normal route down the mountain i n general seems
to be comprised of very loose roc k . The snow was too soft to
glissade but was quicker going down than the roc_Jc a nd scree.
Down at 6:1- p.m. we pitched camp r ight at the lake . The brave
swam in Burman Lake, brrr.
In the morning with a bar rage of
mosquitos we set off up Burman ridge, across a nd under its
summit and down to the unnamed lake.
(All the g r oup felt Wolf
Lake was a natural name for it). We relaxed there a while before
setting off up to the ridge. We were pleased t o fi nd we
picked up a game trail which foll owed on to a n a tural gully up
which we sczambled to make the ridge in very good time. Temperatures up in the 80's we sweltered on the r i dge. Ray found the
answere, one item of cloth and a snow hat! We h a d an,--i early
supper on the point where you leave Greig ridge to h ead along the
ridge to McBride. After the sun wen t down we wen t on in the cool,
up and down the first knob and on t i ll we came to the 400 ft.
approx. high rock face, which on i nv estigati on we fo und had many
likely routes up. We camped at the base of i t the night and
first thing in the morning tackled t he rock by a r o ute which had
two outward leaning ledges, then a scramble up t o the ridge top.
From here on we made good time over the limestone dome and on to
Marble Meadows.
We made the cabin at 1 o'clock where we me t I an Whitehead
and Sharon Riley, our pick-up party. They had h a d q u ite a time,
the pick-up vehicle, a panel truck, broke down so they had to
resort to a small car, and only one canoe cou l d be brought along. This meant we could not get across Buttle Lake in two
trips, expecially when we got there found it was very rough.
It
took four trips, the last getting a tow by a he l pf u l boatowner.
The last problem came when we could not fit sev e n peop l e and packs
into Sharon's car! A pick-up truck goimg to Campbell River solved
the problem with a ride for the overflow.

-
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At 9:00 a.m. 6 of us assembled at the Taylor River bridge
to retrace the footsteps of the April Klitsa trip and, we
hoped, proceed on to the summit. Trip members were: Franz Bislin,
Dick Morton, Gary Record, Pal Horvath, C. Robertson and Bill Perry.
We were able to drive considerably higher than in April
and did not encounter snow until the bowl below the main snow
gully.
The gully itself seemed reasonably free of avalanche
danger (we'd been observing snow conditions for the past week)
and is the best route - steep, but no bushwhacking or soft snow.
Route finding in the gully was simple enough; but above
it we got into a bit of a white-out,including a light snowfall,
and we used improvised wands to mark our route for the remaining
500 feet.
The summit was free of snow, so we found the cai:cn
and added to the register. Not much of a view, though.
On the way down Franz, who had brought his skis along
dazzled us with his downhill dexterity while the rest of us
glissaded practically the whole thing. This was a real gas, as
usual, especially the 2000 feet chute down the main gully.
While glissading, we saw an almost circular rainbow arch across
the bottom of the snow gully -- sort of like looking into a
gigantic kaleidoscope. Naturally, this beautiful apparition
vanished long before we reached it.

Jo
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Our mountain holiday took place in the Mt. Arrowsmith region.
The purpose of this trip was to introduce people to this area
and its winter beauty.
I chose to call this particular trip a
holiday because we stayed in Rosseau Chalet and a mountain cabin
in the area and left the tents at home.
As usually, for a Mt. Arrowsmith trip, everyone converged
on Cathedral Grove at 09:00 Saturday. Fourteen of us met at the
Grove.
Pople came from Nanaimo, Duncan, Victoria, and Campbell
River. We left the Grove at 09:15 and headed for the MB Summit
Mainline, our approach to the Mr. Arrowsmith region. However,
just before we turned off the Alberni Highway andtonto the Summit
Mainline, to Pass Maimland and Rosseau Chalet, our destination
for the day. All the roads in were in surprisingly good shape.
We were able to drive about 3/4 miles passed the lower parking
lot. At this level it was snowing lightly.
After parking the cars (a ooe2 hour job almost!) we started
up the rest of the road on skiis or snowshoes toward Rosseau
Chalet. There was about four inches of fresh snow over about
a 3 foot packed base.
Upon reaching the Chalet, seven people set up camp there
while 4 of us went to search out one of the cabins to stay in.
Three others, who were with us just for the day, set off to
explore the logging roads.
The rest of Saturday and Sunday was spent snowshoeing and
cross-country skiing in the area. At times the wind blew and;
the snow fell almost continuously. We had about a foot of powder snow in our two day stay. Everyone had a quiet weekend enjoying the area and doing their own thing. This may have been
the last time, as the areas around the canins and Chalet are
destined to be logged some time in the future. Anyhow, next
year with the ski area opened and snowmobiling, a quiet holiday
in the mountains as we had this weekend may be a thing of the
past and lost in the confusion of people in mass and the noise
of nechanical devices like GreenMountain and Mount BakeF ski
areas.
Well, can hardly wait for Ray Paine's trip to Mt. Cohely
in March

__
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FROSTY NIGHT
ON MOUNTAIN
A 19-year-old Victoria girl, who
was lost for 24 hours in rugged
mountainous country in the Forbidden Plateau area on mid-Vancouver
Island, was found suffering from exposure by ~archers Monday afternoon.
Beverly Biram was flown out by
Okanagan Helicopters to St. Joseph's
Hospit.al, Comox, for observation.
Miss Birham was released early Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Biram lost her way while
camping with members of the University of Victoria Outdoors Club in
Strathcona Park.
Courtenay ROMP said Tuesday

that on Sunday the girl and three
other members of the club went ti,
Amphitheatre Lake via the trail
from their camp past Circlet Lake.
When the other members st.arted
to fish, Miss Biram headed back for
camp.
Members of the outdoors club
started searching for her, with n~
results, after she had not returned to
camp within three hours.
Police were notified and an official S:eS,rch party was organbed.
After·spending the night ·in severe
frost, Miss Biram was discovered at
Sims Lake, many miles froll\ her destination.
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Since our trip in the Cervus Creek area, I have had a fine
ttip to Della Falls and Love Lake area. Then a four day trip to
Forbidden Plateau via Becher Trail.
Now that these trips are over and done with I have had some
time to reflect upon the afternoon I got myself stranded without
my pack, without warm clothes, or even matches at the head of
Cervus Creek.
The more I think about that incident the more I kick myself
for putting up with the extra burden my pack must have caused.
Perhaps I should explain regardless of how stupid it may
sound, that when r · left the group to try to find a way down I had
only one thought in mind and that was that if I found a way, I
wanted to proove it would go all the way and to do that I must
get ~nto the snow field.
I did not come down in the gully as I may have indicated
while trying to communicate with you from the snow field.
Rather
I came down mostly on the right had rim where there were some
fairly large trees. There was a •lot of vegetable repelling but
nothing dangerous.
However, I did get in a little trouble right at the bottom
near the snow.
Perhaps you saw a little rock of ace there.
I
crossed over the rocks of ace diagonally and at one point found
myself hanging from hand holds with foot holds somewhat out of
reach, after taking stock of my situation I dropped from my hand
holds, rolled sidewise and grabbed the top of a small tree in the
gully, which bent nicely and lowered me softly into the crevice
then I kicked my right toe into the face of the moat got my left
knee over the lip and rolled onto the snow field.
When I undressed after getting home I had some big black bruises which I
did not know how I got.
When you asked me from above,· if I could come back up it
never occurred to me that maybe I could find a route around this
rack face and I did not want to chance trying to get up where I
had come down.
However, when it started to get dark and pretty
cold, I found that very near at hand, there was a place where
there was no moat and a crack leading up above the rock face that
would probably have been a good route.
It is unfortunate that you went beyond my route and looked
down that awful leaning gap, where a large block of mountain
actually leaned against the main unit.
This no doubt would unnerve just about anyone.
I still think my route down was probably better than the one you took. The whole gang could have
walked down backwards simply by hand holds on a rope, and all at
once too.
Now please understand I am not questioning your deci~
sion not to.
For I can not know your thoughts at the time and
whatever you decided was O.K. with me. What I want to say clearly is that I am now hurting over my own failure in not attempting to return to the group and taking my own pack.
I learned some lessons that I am sure are important ones.
I will never again be without matches and fire starter, and warm
clothes, and if possible I will even take my pack just about anywhere!
I will spend more time trying to find alternate routes
should I ever have to go back up a hill, and I don't like a little
shot on the way down!
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Take me back, moon, to my mountain days
Rise again behind the silent rock sentinels
Shine on the frozen snows that cling to precipitous walls
Blend black and silver and dance with the wind on
shivering tarns
And when the wind's not blowing catch
and c~st the heather in ethereal sterling
Rise, moon, and join the stars
Ride the night sky.
We were making our way, early one morning, across the icefield
on our way to a climb. The wind was
racing down the col, sprinting to the valley,
shouting, tugging us, wanting us to follow. Suddenly it stopped.
All was still.
The first glint of sunlight was smiling at us,
Perched on the highest pinnacle of the mountain,
Pausing before it introduced a new day.
The sun smiled down upon us every day, and it warmed
the tarns and we bathed in their waters, and it nurtured
all the alpine flowers. We learnt their names.
Saxifrage, nodding their freckled heads in. the breezes
Mist maidens and spring beauty growing 'side ..!:_~snow_
Phlox and fleabane, purple, and red, and white
There were penstemon, elephant head, pussytoes,
and western anemone, and by the time the moon had ridden
only a few night skies
there were tow-head babies blowing in the wind.
We climbed every day, but I remember one day
more than any other. It was the highest mountain we climbed,
the steepest, and the most beautiful.
Ever since I first set my eyes on the massif, I knew
there was something sinister about that mountain, It was
a differ~nt colour than all the other peaks
It was silvery-grey. A ve~y beautiful,
evil mountain.
I can hear the ice axes clanging on the rock, and thoughts
reverberated from the depths of a Mesozoic soul we
dared to disturb.
Rock after rock we knocked, with apologies, down,
down,
down yawning chasms that dropped beneath us
several thousands of feet.
Soon we were higher than most of the other mountains.
Horizon slipped behind horizon.
We were on the top.
We ate lunch on the cairn, and watched as first one,
and then two, and then four
ravens flew high above the valley. None of us mentioned
but all remembered that ravens are omens when
the wind is in agreement. We leit
our names in the cairn, and though we searched
we found no others where others had been
I have never been so anxious to be off a mountain in
all my life.
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We rappelled down the snow slope, ever so slowly,
Dowri the outstretched tongue of an enormous ghostly being
Down its gaping rock walls, easing ourselves
lower from hold to hold. In the rock gully
suddenly
a scream
the bang of an iceax
But no-one was hurt and
once the shock was over we continued
Wanting more than ever to be down.
Back at camp we watched the sunset behind the massif,
Saw the fading streaks of crimson die as the embers of a fire,
Saw purple behind a sawtooth silh&uette.
And one of us said, "Slowly it's disappearing."
That night a waning moon rose behind
the silent rock sentinels. It was orange.
One of us said, "A harvest moon." And we knew
the time had come to leave.
We left when the moon was still riding the sky
We hiked out the Creek valley, and the whine of mosquitos
. droned on through the day.
We followed the elk trails through cedar and hemlock
and through meadows green with hellebore and grass,
and with spruce trees, and high rocky pinnacles on either side.
Two black bears watched as we walked through
their wild lands but we made too much noise
to see any elk.
And then we were there, but before we reached the cars
We left something behind, each and every one of us, and some
more than others.
They say that freedom dwells in the mountains. And now
I watch for the moon when it rides the night sky.
I have left too much freedom behind.
Take me back, moon, to my mountain days.
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After waiting an hour and checking both Canoe Creeks (the
one on the topo map and the one all the locals call Canoe Creek ) ,
it seemed obvious that nobody was going to show up. Also it was
getting hot.
I was so revved up for some climbing that I decided
not to let lack of company hold me back and commenced to meander
up Hard-To-Follow Ridge.
Four hours a a leisurely pace put me in the alpine, and
a perfect campsite was found on top of False Peak (this and most
other names of terrain features which follow are unofficial
ones made up by Mike Walsh and me for convenience in referring
to various peaks and approaches). After supper I decided to
see how far up Redwall I could get and return to camp before
dark. Redwall is the pinnacle that looks so impressive from
the highway below when com1ng from Port Alberni .
It had been
climbed once before by Dick Culbert and a partner.
I managed
to get up and down it with time to spare, since the class 4
section is only about 60 feet.
The rock is good, and the
summit yields fantastic yodel echoes from the steep rock walls
above the north bowl
One rappel, a bit of down climbing, and
across the Silver Saddle to camp.
Free at last
from rock and scree
The snow's long shadow
July 1st was socked in and drizzly.
I spent the morning
writing a few things and mostly trying _. to empty my mind of
everything and let the mountain communicate with me.
It was
a calm and beautiful time. Around noon the weather brightened
a bit, and I set out to attempt Witch Hat and Centaur, the
two northeasternmost pinnacles of the main group of six.
They were first climbed by Mike Walsh and Ron Facer and had
not been attempted since. Centaur is especially noticeable
as a separate pinnacle from the Ucluelet area, and I had wanted
to climb it for a long time.
I had climbed to a wide sloping ledge just below the point
where the two pinnacles separate when a small rock beneath
my right foot rolled.
I reached forward quickly with my left
arm to regain my balance and felt a grinding, sharp pain in that
shoulder.
The arm had been caught inside the elbow on a loose
pack strap which had sli~ down off ghe shoulder. Now my arm
was ~uck out from my body at a crazy angle and could barely be
moved. And the shoulder hurt like hell whether I moved or not.
Dislocation.
I knew it immediately. Complications: Nerve
damage? Don't think so - no numbness or tingling. Loss of
circulation? Nope, pulse OK.
Symptoms: apprehension. For
sure. That's the nice word for it. But that passed over quickly.
Suddenly my mind was unexpectedly clear and logical. Treatment:
immobilize in position of most comfor and evacuate to medical
aid. Well, ah, yes, but the~s a few problems, you see .....
Like the fact that the last few hundred feet had been mostly
class 3, which I now couldn't down-climb. Fortunately there
was a moderate snow gully only 50 feet below, which connected
with the beginning of the technical climbing. Reaching it
involved a rappell down an ove rhang the whole way. This went
smoothly enough except that I was unable to pull the rope down.
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Too weak and awkward with only one hand, I guess.
Getting back to camp took a long time.
It seemed more
like a climb than a scramble as I gradually got used to my
1 imitations.
(Ever try a narrow chimney one- handed? ) At
campt, I stashed the climbing gear and picked up extra clothing,
etc., which would be handy if I had to spend a night in the bush
on the way out.
Glissading was the most comfortable way to descend the snow
slopes, though it would have appeared pretty grotesque if there
had been anyone there to appreciate it. The ice axe was held
in the good hand, the pick end supporting the injured arm in
the above mentioned weird position. Luckily I didn't fall.
My recollection of the rest of the descent is sort of a painful
blur. Again the time dragged and simpE movements seemed clumsy
and complicated. About 1000 feet above the highway the pain
become worse. As I rested, the shoulder suddenly "relocated"
itself.
It's hard to describe the relief unless you've had a
dislocation, in which case I don't have to.
I was now able to
place the arm in an improvised sling and move faster, arriving
at the car a half hour before dark.
On July 8, (one week later) Milt Rocke accompanied me to
False Peak, and packed down all the equipment that had been left
in camp .. Rain and thick fog prevented us from going after
the rope.
On September 16, a postponed Tit Mountain trip was diverted
to the MacKenzies, and we brought the rope down. Bob Tustin,
Lynn Paterson, Bryan Lee and I climbed to Perez Lookout for
the view of ocean, islands, lakes and mountains. Then Bryan
and I scurried down to get the rope. A couple of hard tugs
and down it came.
I don't believe there is any lesson to be learned from
this accident.
The climb illustrates, to me at least, the
rewards as well as the drawbacks of solo climbing, and I'll
probably climb alone again occasionally as soon as the shoulder
mends.
The same type of accident could have happened on a
sidewalk.
The exact effects of we a t hering on rope are not known.
It is known that direct sunlisht weakens rope, but not to what
extent. A piece of the rope l e ft in the MacKenzies is being
sent to Mountain Safety Resear c h in Seattle for t esting.

How to get there :
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About a mile before the Ucluelet-Tofino junction on Highway
#4, turn north on Kennedy Lake West Main logging road. About
nine(9) miles to Kennedy River Bridge, t urn west after crossing
the bridge onto Lost Lake Road. Keep taking the left forks and
in about six ( 6) miles you will get to a dock in Tofino Inlet at
Berryman Point.
- .~ .. ..
Who came:
From the Island Mountain Ramblers: Richard Forest, Bob
Hindes, Tom Vogel , Dave Coombes, Lynn Bonner and Bob, Ba.rbara,
Allison, Karen and Lesley Graves. From the Alberni Valley
Paddlers: ) wen Trumper, Ralph Plant, Pat, Judy and Sue Kokura,
Cliff and Dot Bouleau, Ev, Gene and Frances Kennedy, Anita Hoffmann and Dave and Maureen Horst. Brian Foan led this motley crew.
The usual chaos reigned at the launching area confused beyond meausre by the presence of Eugene and Marjorie Ruttan, who
had with them the most prohibited of cargo--a cog! Putting on
my sternest leadership face, I strode towards them ...... .
"Oh, we're not with you." said Marjorie, "I know you don't
allow dogs on your trips."
It is, after all, a free country. What do you do if someone
decides to tag along behind your party .... with a dog? However,
they paddled south to wards the mouth of the Kennedy River while
we, after transferring gear and children from canoe to conoe,
headed north--a flotilla of nine (9) canoes. Dave and Maureen
were to come later.
The weather was overcast, but the sea calm for the first two
(2) miles when we put into a grassy beach for lunch. The inevitable westerly sprang up, but the wind was behind us and helped
counteract the out flowing tide. Once around corning Point, however, the inlet is well sheltered and it was again beautiful
canoeing in calm sea, admiring the deep reflectin patterns in the
dark water .
The cascading slabs on Woman Island exc ited the rock climbers in the party and they marked it as an activity f or the morrow.
Then we went ashore at Deer Bay to stretch our legs. Unfortunately, this area was cat logged a few years ago and it stands as a
visible ugly scar amid otherwise unspoiled scenery. After this
the sides of the inlet came togethe r and soon we faced what the
tide had left of Tofino Creek .
Only Richard and Owen succeeded in nav i g ating this and making
it to the old mining camp s ome half mile up s t ream, but by t hat
time, the rest of us had walked up the trail . The camp stands
bravely on a high bluff overlooking a deep green pool at the foot
of some rapids. Obviously, miners too have some fe eling for
sesthetics . One p rospector still inhabits t he camp on occassion,
Bus Hansen. A note told a sorry story o f theft and vandalism
while another indicated that he was there prospecting hi gher up
the creek, but it wasn't dated and we saw no other trace of him.
So we returned to the beach to camp and soon the usual instant town sprang into being--a combination of rich tents and
,
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plastic leantos. Fires were lit and stoves roared their promise
of an early supper. A numbe r of humming birds excited by all
this activity carried out a series of dive bobing attacks on
anything bright and ~ed (like my nose?). With the usual chores
finished the group gathered around the mos t p romising fire and
Pat and Frances led some sometimes animated s inging. Ghost
stories were told to the l o nely cry of a loon and with darkness
rain drove everyone to their varied shelte rs.
The morning dawned misty in the friz z ling rain, the inlet
mysterious and calm. Dave and Maureen arrived. Bob and Tom left
to climb on Woman ·Island . Bob Graves and Ev went cod jigging.
The rest of us set out to explore the mining trails.
The rain did not let up and soon most had returned to the
prospector ~s cabin to dry out. Richard , Owen, Cliff, Dot, Pat,
Judy and I continued up and up. Then we fou nd an old digging
and Richard got go ld fever.
However, he soon brokeand old pick
he foudd and there was nothing to do except ea t lunch and go back
to camp.
We fished the sea , we fished the creek and caught nothing.
Seals, mink, and otter were seen at vaxious times.
Bob and Tom
reported the climbing on Woman Island to be excellent despite the
weather . Nor did the rain affect the evening' s entertainment
with Allison providing the most unforgettable piece by introducing us to "Alice the Camel". More exposure and this will sweep
the dancehalls of the land.
Then p.at led a raid on Richard and Owen's tent, which brought
fearful retribution at some ungodly hour of the morning. On the
day we left, oh how the sun tried to shine but could not overcome thos persis tent clouds. We canoed in and out of the rocks
studying the varied sea life and one of lhe Grave canoes even
caught a fish.
A sea ba ss--I don't know if you can eat those or
not.
After lunch, a sudden squall hit, but pas sed quickly and the
sea again was generally calm. Before we had fi nished paddling,
the rain had set in again. Well ther it was, a nother wet · weekend on the West Coast ........ and yet strangely enjoyable.
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The reason ~~is trip didn't happen is probably less
important than the reason for writing a report of a non-trip.
Well, this may be a pretty trippy report by the time I'm thru
so hang on!
flt, w
"Oh, no! " What the HELL do we do ~
"
"About what?" says Corinna, uncomprehending, as she watches
me walk away from the top of our driveway, to the edge of the
weeds, turn around, and pace back, muttering something about
having showed up at nine o'clock for a climb scheduled at ten,
waiting 45 minutes, then coming hulffie, and it's now 11:00, and
eh, well, maybe nobody showed up anyway. Not a thing we can
do now ... mutter, mutter .. first trip I ever led that didn't
do· what it was supposed to, and all on account of a silly time
foul-up, mumble, drat, *%&!, etc.
At this point 3 cars skid to a dusty stop at the bottom
of my driveway, and Mike Wal sl, Bob Tustin, and Brian and Aileen
Foan get out and begin to struggle up the hill toward the house.
Then two girls I'd never seen before get out and followed them.
By this time I'm a raving paranoiac.
"They've come to
GET me!
Even brought Tustin along (to divest me of my District
Representativeship, no doubt). Wonder if they'll get violent.
Hmmm, my left arm's still useless. Maybe I should run now.
Or start heaving large rocks down the hill."
Actually, when we met, half-way up the driveway, everyone
pegan at once to laugh, grin, and shout or mutter incoherencies.
All except the two girls (Anne and Anne, hitch-hikers from Ontario)
whose only objective was to reach the Pacific Ocean. They
just stared around blankly, wondering at the irony of coming
so close to their goal only to be picked up by a bunch of
madmen claiming to be out to climb an un-named peak they grossly
insisted on referring to as "Tit Mountain". But they hadn't
climbed anything. Only waited by the road about a half hour,
then took off in the cars heading west 9 gain, chasing madly
after every VW Van they saw, shouting, "There's Bill! Catch
him!" Now here they were in the middle of somebody's driveway
f or no apparent reason, sitting in a circle giggling like a
bunch o f loonies.
Just then Corinna restored some kind of logic to the situation by shouting down there was cold beer in the back yard and
did we want to have lunch now.
After lunch it didn ' t seem to matter that we had missed
connections. The re was still time to climb a mounta in, go
sea cl i ff climbing, check out the beach scene or all of the above.
We final l y settled on a hike along a r u g ged stre tch o f
rocky coast between Wreck Bay and Ucluelet. This included as
much rock climbing as anyone could handle unroped and a rewarding
swim in a warm tidal pool.
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We camped on a deserted strand, where we were joined by
the two hitch-hiking Ontarians and a large, white dog.
They
had been collecting shells on a nearby beach and already had
a fire going in a preordained spot.
Unfortunately, Brian and Aileen had to leave at this point
and missed our after-dinner climb. Bob, Mike and I really
turned on to the violet twilight and the surf-battered crags.
A rhythmic climbing almost like flight. When we returned to
the fire and Corinna, Anne and Anne, it was as giant sea birds
returning to the n€st.
As night engulfed our campsite, the surf seemed louder and
the fire and surrounding air turned strange colours. We had
camped not far from a creek, but somehow it seemed easier to
reach into the pack for a beer.
Around the fire Mike told us about his solo climbs in
New Zealand; I told about last summer in the Rockies, and Bob
bro~ght us up-to-date on this year's climbing in Strathcona.
Then we rambled on about innumerable past climbs;Anne (the
English major) launched into some interminable rap about
Chaucer~s Canterbury Tales, their relevance to the 20th century,
and how the whole thing was somehow tied into Zap comics; and
somebody told the one about the travelling salesman, and the
hillbilly family, where the punch line is "Hell, no!
I'll do
the dishes!"
The next thing I remember distinctly was a cold nose against
my face.
Then I'm staring up a wfuite muzzle and the eyes at
the other end are saying it's time for breakfast.
Not long afterward we were all headed down the beach toward
the trail to the highway. A ragged caravan fading into the
brightening air.
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RAVENS
They own the sky
They fly its cloudless heights
Above the mountain tops,
Appearing as first one,
and t hen a mu lt it ude
Is screaming i n the blue,
Gliding in the f low o f a i r
That sweeps the peaks
They climb so hi g h
And for one dazzl i n g moment
The sun i 3 caug h t on b l a ckest wingtips;
Then drifting with t he wi nd
They scatter.
Now two are soaring side by side
Swaying through the sky they ride
The lift of space
And rising high
They reach a pinnacle of flight
Where, beak in beak, they downward
They pirovette,
They squawk in joy,
In rasping tones that reek of pride.
Then gaining height again they rise,
The lonely witches of the skies.
~
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CWHl\LE OF ll CW-EE~
MONDAY APRIL 21st through SUNDAY APRIL 27th
WHALE OF A WEE K
For all of us to learn rr :He aoo ut the ocean's most magnificent and amazing mammal,
THE WHALE ,
which is no w fa cing ex t inction
u nless .... u nless ... .
Before ext en -;,·e hunti ng began there were about 4 1/2 mill ion whales in the oceans of the world.
: ·W. ,-,ne species, the Atlantic Gray Whale , has heen exterminated.
There are I, \hl : nan 250 Southern Right Whal es left ; fewer than 5 00 Right Whales;
and the gigantic Blue Whale. the largest creature in the world's history, has been reduced to fewer than 15 00.
The total number of Sperm Whales is down to about the same number as the population of the City of Victoria,
and yet the governments of Russia and Japan intend to allow their ships to slaughter l 0,000 Sperm Whales
in the North Pacific this year .
Today, the ships of Russia and Japa do 85 per cent of the whale killing still being done.
The governments of every other maj o1 -ount ry have stopped and have urged that all whaling
be halt u for at least IO years .
The whales are essential to maintain the balanc • of life in the ocean and the ocean is essential to human life.
WHALE OF A WEEK is for all of us to cheer on their way t 1 r two vessels of the courageous GREENPEACE V expedition.
the Phyllis Cor r .1ck and the Vega.
These two small but stout ships will sail from the shore o : Vanco uver's new Jericho beach parksite, Sunday, April 27
They will expose to the world the us.less an d senseless act of whale killing,
particularly when other sources of oils and fertilizers are now available.
Boost your WHALE-Q during WHALE OF A WEEK, April 21-27
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SLAND MOUNTAIN RAMBLERS
.O . Box 691, Nanalmo , British Columb1a

MINUTES OF EXECUTIVE & DISTRICT REPS. MEETING
held on June 9, 1975 at the Green Point
Campgrounds, Pacific Rim Park, B.C.

PRESENT: B. Mcinnis .... President
REGRETS: B. Johnson .• Treasurcr
D. Coombes •.•. Vice~President
A. Harrison .. Climbing
M. Symon .•.•.. Secretary
Chairman
D. Cowlin ..... Historian
B. Perry
J. Cowlin •.••• Victoria Rep.
B. Tustin •.••. Nanaimo Rep. ;Ed. Timberline Tales-<(---.
also present: Mary Spoke
Absent: M. Houlihan
H. Wilkinson
J. Ware
R. Masters

P. Horvath

B. Foan
B. Lee

The meeting was called to order by the President at 9:30 A.M.
l. Minutes of Prevous meeting
Nothing presented. New Executive :-i.s starting fresh.
2. Business Arising
(a) Attendance to this meeting Presid ent noted the noticeable lack of members present.
Stated that he thought thi s ,;,, .. s a good indication that the Ramblers should remain an
"unorganized organized club or active mountaineers and not a mmeting club" Bruce sajd that
letters had been sent two weeks prior to the actual meeting.
John Cowlin mentioned that meetings in the past were much better attended. Doreen Cowlin
said Long Beach was to far away, especial'y for Victoria folk. If it had been raining sl1e
said , fewer people would have come. She cention the continuing trend of less people on
trips. (this was debated)
Brian Johnson had a legitimate excuse for not being present (he was on a smuggling trip in
Seattle with serveral other Ramblers).
Al Harrison never received a notice of the mee . ing due to wrongly address envelope.
(b) Fall Meeting_ Discussion about having c1 Fall Meeting at Strnthcona Park Lodge hrPui·.liL
a lack of enthuisiasum from the Victoria folk who sclid it wDs <,too long of distance to
travel, especially in November and wjth young childern. A propscd agenda for the mt•t·t i111•
if it were held at the Lodge was presented by Bob Tusti n. Meeting would include ,1 hik ,· 111 1
the Elk River Trail on Saturday, slide tnlk by Ian Smith on Saturday nite and R,1mblt·1·
soci;il gathering and slides, Sunday would be a rock climbing and equipment clemostr.iti ,111
by R.E.I.. 8,1by sitting would be provided on Saturday night with a possibility of .1 p.1rLy
for the childern.
It ended up thnt the Fall Mc!~ting would be held once agcl:ln at the Bowen Park Complex in

Nanaimo, November 2nd, 1975 @l:00 P.M.
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all mee t in g (cont.)
Agreement was reached that the tentitive program would consist of a slide talk by Ian
Smith, and a slide showing of Waddington (Mclnnis, Coombes, Tustin, Paine, and others);
slides of Afghanistan trip (Neave, Hutchinson) ??; and a few slides of summer Ramblings.
(c) Day Hikes The lack of day hkes was brought up. Where is the interm schedule? An interm
schedule was sent to the District Reps. by Harrison and they were suppose to phone the member~
in their own area.
Tustin noted that se•veral of the trips this year described as 'strenuous' atracted many
persons, including new individuals no matter what the weather. Tustin noted that there
is not a lack of trips but a lack of qualified leaders. He commented that Harrison is
doing a good job of trip organization, Mclnnis commented that nearly every trip is attended
by at least one executitive member, and this is why this year these people accepted their
APPOINTMENT to the executive. These people are the very active members.
Brian Johnson was also praised for his fine work in the Treasury Department.
(d) Addressing Systems Addressing systems were still being looked into by Tustin. He is
now looking into computor addressing. Symon will write Charles Roley about addressographing,
which he mentioned at the last fall meeting.
(e)Forebidden Plateau Cleanup - Thanksgiving weekend Tustin was going to finalize details
of the clean-up with the Parks Branch. The trip is to coordinated by Tustin and Ware (who
will· lead his tradition trip with a few clean up hours incorporated into his trip).
(f) Rambler Crest The Rambler crest has been revised with a reversal of the green and red.
Color change orgininated with Johson and executive, the idea being more contrast. New
crests (200) should arrive by mid-June, Our cost was a dollar thirdty-five ($1.35 ea.) and
they will probably sell for two dollars ($2.00).
Mclnnis suggested that the designer of the crest, Ron Facer, should be notified of the
color change, and was soory that the executive never consulted with him on the change.
Symon wo·uld notify him by letter.
(g) Expenditures
Mclnnis read sections 9. 7 and 9.8 of the Constituion which states
that the President is supposed to authorize all rou~ine expenditures. Bruce said he
wanted to know where the monie s were going.
(h) Timberline Tales
Tustin said "Timberline Tales will be out for sure by the end of
June!!!!!"
(he never mentioned whioh Year however!!! BEMcI)

3. Treasurer's Report
~

Nothing available. Nothing sent by mail b

was requested for this meeting.

Coombes said the problem with finances at present was that there were still dues coming in.

4. Next Executive Meeting
May be held at Mt. Waddington or just before t;ie Fall Meeting.
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The meeting was adjourned at 10:30 A.M.
M. Symon
Secretary

MRS/bem
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The party met at the Lake Schoen camp on Saturday evening.
At 5:45 a.m. six of us made our way in three canoes to a
beach on the east side of Schoen Creek.
Hiking started at 6:15 a.m. and was led by Sid Watts who
soon found an elk trail, which took us up to timberline, at the
foot of the alpine bowl to the south of Mt. Schoen.
Climbing to the right of this brought us up to the ridge leading
up to the main ridge joining the main peak, to the south peak.
This provided some rock pitches of about 200 feet of easy
standard-.
We stopped for lunch after this, and Sid, John and Warrkk
made a detour to the south peak where they had excellent v iews
of the main summit, east ridge, and to the south, Warden,
Victoria, and Sutton peaks.
After traversing the ridge we climbed the final steep rise
to the summit arriving at 3:15 p.m.
This has almost vertical walls in most areas and we had
good views of Lake Schoen 5000 feet below and to the east Nicnak
Lake and the meadow round the headwaters of the Adam River.
Descent was to the main ridge then via a gulley to the snow
bowl and thence by the same elk trail to the canoes.
Camp was
reached by 9:00 - 10:00 p.m. depending on whether one wanted to
get out that evening or not.
Present Sid Watts, John Gibson, Wharrek Whitehead, Don
Bollnerhouse, Ino Schae f fer, Alan Robinson (nominal leader).
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Having been appointed leader the night before the trip, I
was very happy Saturday morning to see only seven people for
the trip.
Bruce was pleased that there were no females along.
Val Humphries slept in and arrived late at the meeting place in
Campbell River!
Inno came to see us off and caution us about the
possible dangers on Black Cat. After failing to push a truck up
the washout, we started hiking and eating wild strawberries by
ten.
Hiking slowly, we hit snow 200 feet below the ridge and
reached camp about 5 p.m. The two Victoria people decided not
to cross the ravine so the rest of us camped on open ground
above the waterhole. The snow levels appeared to equal those of
several years ago when we went at the the end of May. On Sunday,
I got five of us up at 5:30 and we left an hour later our fears
of the cornice and steep snow slopes on Black Cat were soon dispelled and we reached the top in an easy three hours.
There was
some haze and high cloud to the south but the rest was clear.
From the signatures in the log book, very few groups climb the
glacier. We headed down with several glissades and many pictures
to have a two hour lunch. The . · other three had packed and left
early.
On the way down, Bruce demonstrated an ice axe arrest on
a steep muddy slope, stopping within fifteen feet.
The weather
was fantastic but we had no serious sunburns this year.
It was
a very enjoyable trip for small reasonably fit group. Present
were Dave Coombs, Bruce Mclnnes, Jacques Marc, Cris Worbets,
Brett Stafford, Dutch Jensen and Dick.
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The day after climbing Kl itsa, Dick Morton and I spent the 3
morning climbing routes of varying difficulty on part of a headland I call Edge City - just south of Fletchers Beach.
r quess
this doesn't exactl y pinpoint the location for most people , but
I don't believe that matters, since the area abounds with sea
cliffs oifering an infinite variety of short climbs. Just pick
a spot and start climbing!
The rock is generall y sound, all the loose stuff having been
washed away by winter storms. Top ropes can be used in most
cases, although many routes can also be led.
Piton cracks are
plentiful and the.re is ample opportunity to practice climbirg clean
(using only nuts and natural anchors/runners) before trying it
on a longer r oute.
June 10th was a golden morning, suspended now in time and
memory, but bringing still a strange feeling of harmony.
High
on a crag, the huge surf crashing endlessly below into a million
silver sparkles.
Climbing toward a sky of cloudless blue.
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24 Ramblers and CDMC members visited the Springs, arriving at the
Cove in two load s with Randy Fielder's power boat, a none hour
and 25 mi nute rid e ~r om Tofino. About half the party camped out
in the rain at t he Springs 1 1/2 miles from the boat dock, the
others tidied up enough of the old post office building at the
Cove to flop down in the dry.
The first day went slowl y and modestly as bathers showered
under the falls or sported i r. the delightful little wallowing
pools; next day as bot time a oroached the traffic speeded up,
inhibitions diminished, and t l.e facilities accommodated more and
faster.
One gentleman leaving the pools was heard to chortle
appreciatively "Put me down for ne xt year".
This size of party is about ,11 the area can handle at one
time, since there are only 3 or 4 small holes in the salaal to
put tents or shelters at the Spri ngs, and one gap in the timber
about quarter of a mile back on the trail which will take 3 or 4
small tents.
We brought out all our own garbage, halos neatly in place,
as well as all that had been left there by others since the beginning of time, not that much really.
Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves hugely in spite of the
In fact, WOW!
rain.
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A mottled sky hovered above us,
And a gentle breeze dusted the rocks;
Where we sat
Munching on apples
And nibbling pieces of chocolate and cheese.
Five thousand feet and still climbing,
The summit of Filberg luched off to the right
And dropped, suddenly, deep into the Valley below.
Our spirits reunited and appetites quenched
We crossed the last snow bridge
Before the final assent to the peak.
A bowline clung tight to our waists
And slack had to be gathered in both directions.
Each step is tested,
For the snow is wet
And sliaes like soap across a glassy top.
Maybe a hundred, no two hundred feet of ice
Climbed by dgrees before us,
Each move had to be planned
And the steps cut;
Or knocked out whit the toe of your boot.
The cold penetrated and burned the fingers.
And beads of sweat dried to the brow.
The summit now lay before us,
Our goal achieved we relaxed,
And sipped on bottles of water and ice
That eased our parched lips and throat.
Now with five on a rope
We started the long percarious descent,
Standing flat foot and still
The slushy mess began to shift beneath my feet.
"Falling!" My call rang out and exhoed
Back across the valey.
IBhanks to the skill, and knowledge of my companions
My fall was broken.
Hunger nawing deep inside
And dusk drawing at our heels
We quickened our pace,
and started the two hour trek back to c amp.
We walked cat like,
Soft pawed, and gentle
Across the snowfields and ice.
Cutting and testing
Each step, for fear
Of falling
Or being buried deep beneath
A sliding cornice
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Determination, cold steel,
Man against nature
Yet the sun smiles
Opens the skies.
And protects us.
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good day. Forecast worse. Maybe nobody will show.
Bad news.
Get a telephone call:
"We're going to be late but we're corning."
Go to the meeting place anyway.
Valerie Humphries, Billie Sadlish and Faye Stevens. Billie
and Faye volunteered that they would only go for the day anyway.
Now if it wasn't for those Ericsons and their phone call I could
call the trip off. Let's go.
The old Camp 1 railroad grade is getting to be a rattling
good drive. Billie declined the first creek and she and Faye
continued with me.
Not Val though.
She came at it in her
Nipponese chariot like a Kamikaze pilot with much the same result. The only damage seemed to be cosmetic so on we went, although all too soon there is a creek with no crossing.
Elevation 650 feet.
No snow. Well carry your skis for a
while. A thousand feet high. Still no snow.
It's grey turning black and Valerie decides she won't stay the night either.
Now if it wasn't for those Ericsons .......... Let's have lunch
maybe they'll come. No. Car~y on.
I, at least, am still
carrying my skis. Twenty-one thousand feet and snow at last.
I put on my skis but the others don't make the transition and I
go on alone. An hour later, lonely in the swirling mist and the
rain, I officially abort the trip and turn back.
The others are killing time eating. Valerie is cooking tlead
pig.
Three p.rn. and I see the Ericsons on the trail. Oh no ....
Thank God no skis and only day packs. Let's all go home.
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There was a real good turnout for this day hike.
People
had come as far as Victoria and Campbell River.
There were
eighteen people including myself on the trip.
After gathering everybody together we drove over a logging bridge that spans the Taylor River.
Then we drove up a
logging road as far as we could.
We left the cars at 9:30 and then proceeded up the logging road until we hit the creek that flows from the base of
the 2000 foot Klitsa snow gully.
Keeping to the right of this
creek the party made its way through the timber.
We stopped after coming through the timber and into the
Klitsa basin. Mainly because the overcast skies had turned to
rain. After putting on rain gear the group proceeded directly
up the wide snow gully.
The going in the gully was good because the avalanched snow in the snow gully made good steps.
We reached the top of the snow gully at 1:40.
It was
snowing lightly with a wind and overcast.
Bob Tustin's altimeter read 4,800 feet so I decided that was far enough, since
it made no sense to continue the remaining 500 feet to the top
in very poor weather conditions.
The first few hundred feet of the Klitsa snow gully is good
for a standing glissade.
The remaining 1800 feet for a sitting
glissade.
After I gave two inexperienced climbers a demonstration
in the proper way to glissade, Mike Walsh made a lightning glissade straight down that ended very quickly when he hit some
ascending steps.
I was amazed at the five complete forward somersaults Mike
made while still remembering to keep both hands on his ice axe
and away from his body. Mike eventually made a good self-arrest.
Not to be out done Joe Bajan had packed his skies to the
top of the gully and attempted to ski down it. While coming
down near the top of the gully Joe got going to fast and made
the second spectacular wipe out of the day.
The remaining lucky people had an enjoyable 1800 feet sitting glissade to the bottom of the Klitsa snow gully.
We were
back to the cars around 4:45.
It took us four hours up and just
over two to come down.
Those on the trip were:
Bill Perry, Bob
Tustin, Paul Rothe, Joe Bajan , Doug Barker, Jan & Warrick Whitehead, Paul Harvath, Brian & Ay le ne Foan, Alfred Enning, Derwick
Morten, Dave Pearson, Richard Forres, Oriana Webber, Sharon
Harshaw, Mike Walsh & Ron Facer.
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Foster in
you would have thought that, that would have been enough excitment for awhile. Little did I realize that I would be back there
ten days later with Mike Walsh. Once more we camped at the Elk
River valley, and again a full day to get up the valley. This
time the delay was not laziness, but Mike giving Hell to a bunch
of "Boy Scout type campers", who were building lean-tos' and a
fire five feet from an old fire spot. Another day passed as it
took us all day to get from Landslide Lake to our next camp in
the South Col.
This delay was again a wait for better weather.
The third day was the first day of our objective, the first
complete traverse of the six peaks of Col. Foster.
(The traverse
was first attempted by Mike Walsh solo, then with Mike Walsh
and Bill Perry, both were failures in a complete traverse). An
easy scramble to the low South peak which has perhaps been climbed by a dozen people. Upon reaching the peak I discovered that
two weeks before, in the storm, that I had gotten to a point
of about forty feet from the summit, which would have been as
hard as walking up your basement stairs in the dark, blindfolded.
A very tricky traverse across a narrow ridge led us to
the high south peak. Then came our hardest pitch of the climb,
a down pitch which we ended up repelling down.
Then a liesurely
stroll across the snow band and up to the summit, which has
had five different people in four ascents.
(Mike has climbed
it three times)
Here we established the highest camp yet achieved on Vancouver Island.
Here we went about a day and a
half without any water because there was no snow to be found as
expected.
Next day we found ohe ~ef~~ick0Culberts 1 · slings ~at the point
where he called it a vertic al bowling alley. We down climbed
the same rock that Culbert and Friends repelled off.
That really
made our day.
After that a quick dash up the North Peak without packs,
and to our last camp in the North Col. As usual, we came off
the mountain in the dark.
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WHY
Ever since seeing it three years ago ,
a small flame flickered that I was to do it.
A smaller one sparked that I had to do it alone .
Not Last season or next but now.
WHY prepare myself and the night before
attempt to destroy it.
Knew that I had to but,
Knew that I wasn't supposed to .
WHY start so late , then race in
two and a half hours faster than any tim·e before .
That evening with my eyes full of the mountain,
saying NO , YES at the same time, each over-riding the other .
That night getting up gazing there in the moonlight ,
asking myself WHY?
That morning rushing with the sunlight to meet
the mountain , asking WHY saying NO!
Climbing the face, fear trying to creep in
but casting it out each time, Mingling thoughts
of the day, Death flashing by .
WHY? halfway saying that it was wrong
that I shouldn 't be here , about to turn
back but didn't.
Driving myself to my utmost limits
but retreating each time .
Gorging with snow trying to overcome
thirst, but to no avail.
Muscle and mind co-ordinated, one outracing
the other with near catastrophe.
Sleeping; trying to forget that I was here.
Awaking to a world of spirit against muscle ,
muscle against man, man against rock.
On the summit echoing a cry of joy, a kiss
upon the rock , but without a heart.
Looking onward to other horizons, trying to
be amazed by the panorama .
Virgin rock within the rapists' hands
but letting it pass. WHY? To come again?
Descending with might instead of mind .
Cursing the mountain and not I.
Meeting other souls speech flowing
with utter rejoicing, but knowing otherwise.
Racing out the valley WHY? for there was
no other mountain awaiting me.
WHY had I gone? If it were the mountain
others would have come . WHY alone?
WHY had I gone?
For I've been there before ,
were there riches beyond
my dreams?
To become older and wiser?
For if that I would know WHY .
The mountain was Colonel Foster . the east face . Basically a repeat
of Dick Culbert 's route, except when I reached the main snow patch
on the face I remained in the gully while Culbert moved onto the
ridge . The two routes rejoined again about 500 ft below the summit
at Culbert's bivouac spot.(CAJ 1973, page 34 ). Descent was made
to the south over the southern skyline to the snow band. Down this to
and across the rock break . From here it is recommended to rappel
all the way down to the lower snow band and not try to down climb
the last pitch even though it looks feasible. The rock is extremely
rotten there . Rest of the descent is straightforward back to the lake.
This is probably the fastest and best escape route off Colonel Foster
now. Ascent was made in 5 hours (solo , unroped) with the descent in
3 hours. A very fine climb averaging about class 5.5 .
Joseph P. Bajan
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North Baird Rambles
Do you wonder where the North Baird Glacier is? So did several
Island Mountain Ramblers· until rudely transported to the Alaska
Panhandle on an adventure in July that had its origins beside the
fireplace last winter . In February it was a pleasant dream . something
to plan and discuss gently over our cognac. That is how Roger
Neave, Bob Tustin and Mike Walsh became committed to the idea . A
little more persuasion of this kind made Bill Pery and Franz Bislin
recognize the compelling logic of the argument. We then spoke to
Dick Culbert , who gave us liberal quantities of free advice based on
hunches, indifferent maps , and his views of the area from the top of
the Devil 's Thumb (some 30 miles away) . We are deeply indebted to
him for infecting us with that reckless optimism that is necessary to
translate torpor into sluggish activity.
Our credentials were impressive ; between the six of us we represented the ACC (tour members ). the Island Mountain Ramblers
(six members) , the BCMC, the Swiss Alpine Club and the Austrian
Alpine Club: an almost certain recipe tor failure . To guard against
that depressing eventuality we made sure our supplies of wine and
cognac were adequate. We spent a good deal of time in Seattle
going to the proper outlets to obtain those vital provisions, then
boarded the MV Columbia which was to take us to Petersburg .
Alas ka. She was also taking about 2000 other people in the same
direct,on : fortunately only four of them (from the US A) had a similar
destination.
The weathe r was tine all the way up the Inside Passage and the
scenery spectacular . We learned that the other four were also going
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up the North Baird but had as an objective a 7900 ft peak several
miles from the area we had set our sights on : a curi ous coincidence .
as we were the first parties to go into that region . which Is a part of
the Stikine Icecap. By the time we arrived in Petersburg the weather
had deteriorated into a dull overcast The gaiety at the Harbour Bar
on a Monday night made up for the dampness and we watched two
young bloods drink ten shots each of Tequila in one hour before
collapsing.
The next morning, Earl Walker (who operates Temsco Helicopters)
looked with concern at us, our gear, the map and the weather ; from
his expression it was hard to tell which gave him the least pleasure .
By 9.40 a.m. two of us were airborne, on the way to Thomas Bay and
on up the Baird and North Baird Glacier until at 4000 ft the clouds
were at glacier level. We were left there . some 12 miles short of our
planned campsite , but a good 15 miles from the sea .
Soon the second and third trips were completed. each group telling
a more frightening tale of its trip in. Earl Warren had comforted them
with his theory that landing a helicopter on the glacier was always " a
controlled crash" On this last ruA tie must have lost some of that
control as two very ashen hued climbers emerged . We were all
pleased we were walking out and paid him off in cash on the glacier .
For the next two days (16 and 17 July) we had the enjoyable task of
ferrying loads 10 miles up the glacier to a point we fondly hoped
would take us over the intervening range into the Ratz Peak area.
Our objective was Noel Peak (10 ,040 ft) which is the westerly summit of that group, and was unclimbed. On one day Roger and Franz
prospected a route across the pass and the rest of us slogged up
and down the enormous glacier on skiis. ferrying. Even when the
scenery is impressive this job is a boring one . and to encourage us
Bill composed the Noel Song , which goes as follows .
Float and flow, sweet and !es', .:SJ...au/
1
Sun and cloud , come and go
All on the rock and snow
of Noel
Drifting by, feeling high
Never try to wonder why
Out beside the sky,
On Noel.
My whole world comes to me
Flashes long enough to see ;
Then I turn and set them free
Learning what it means to be
Drifting slow, float and flow
High , all on the rock and snow,
of Noel.
Our neighbours moved in to their base camp 5 miles away. We
dropped by to see them . They had walked all the way up the Baird as
it was more aesthetically pleasing, a sentiment we were unable to
share.
On 18 July we made our move over a 7000 ft pass that separated the
Baird from one arm of the Dawes Glacier. On the way Bob Tustin had
major difficulties, first with his skins , which disintegrated due to the
steep, icy slope , and later with his pack , which also disintegrated .
He finally made camp at 11 .30 p.m .. pulling an improvise d sled
behind him.
The next day we moved our camp to the base of Noel - an o ther 5
miles. across the border into British Columbia. and Mike and Bill
made a recce up a ridge that appeared to give a reasonable approach. At 8000 ft the route disappeared into the overcast, while all
around us on the glacier (4900 ft) as we did more ferrying we had
tantalizing glimpses of ice falls and ramparts. but no sign of the
peaks. We were now about 40 miles from the sea and feeling a bit
extended. The day following was foul weather but on 21 July the
signs were encouraging, and by 5.30 a.m . we were on our way to try
our luck on the south west ridge of Mt Noel
The weather cleared as we got higher and we had spectacular views
of Ratz and Mussel (both climbed by Fred Beckey ·s party in 1963)
which were to the east, and quite close , but protected by dramatic
ridges . Further south we could see the Devil 's tumb and Burkett
Needle . We roped up at 8500 ft and found we were on one of those
dramatic ridges that sported a liberal sprinkling of fresh snow. We
started to traverse at 9 a.m. to avoid some gendarmes, and made
slow progress till we regained the ridge at 9000 ft. hoping to see the
peak close by. In this we were disappointed and it was obvious we
had another six hours of climbing if this route were to go. A quicker
route up the glacier to the east looked better , and so we decided to
return to camp and try it the next day as the winds were very high and
the snow conditions bad. We finally got into camp at 9 p.m.
There was no next day to climb Noel. The storms came back and we
had fun hanging onto the tent pole to keep it down, or rushing out to
rescue the fly . Our favourite entertainment was to cuff the aneroid
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vigorously to see 1f It would go up : even this was fruitless and we had
to " bide the pelting of this pitiless storm After two more days ov
food was running low so four of us set off tri , the Baird Glac,e• anc
base camp, leaving Franz and Mike behind to attempt the peak ,t the
weather improved . The trip back in the storm was unforgettable as a
good deal of it was in a whiteout and we kept on having friendly
disagreements about the route . By some fluke they were al l resoi ved correctly ; only two wands survived the storms which may explain the cause for dispute. Back on the Baird we dug out our food and
cooked up the specialite de la maison known as Boeuf Barda1se I the
Boeuf was the corned Argentine type) the Cabernet Sauv1gno,.,
1968 was a fine accompaniment (the chef said)
The next day when climbing was possible was 27 July Mike ana
Franz had. by then . run out of food at Noel without having a chance
to make another attempt. On that day they returned to the North
Baird camp. climbing on the way a quite easy peak to the north ot the
pass. marked 8025 ft on the map It was previously unclimbed as
were all ascents made by our party The four of us at the main base
camp decided to try for Boundary Peak 73 (8526 ft J We set ott at
4.30 a.m. on skiis and it took us five hours to get to the base of the
mountain, a distance of ten miles . We were at the bergschrund on
the south west of the mountain by 10.30 a. m and attempted to climb
up to the west ridge, when a pile of rocks fell down and dissuaded us
We moved to a safer line but it kept forcing us to the west and we
ended up, after some mixed grade 4 and 5 leads . on a subs1d1ary
peak (8200 ft) a half mile to the west of Boundary Peak 73 The
summit pitch was very exposed and was lead by Roger Due to the
late hour of 4.30 p.m we decided to return rather than spend
another three hours going over to the main peak We got back to
camp at 11 .30 p.m .. making it a 24 hour day .
The next day, 28 July. was our last climbing day as we were to be
picked up at Thomas Bay on 30 July at 7 p.m .. two days pack away
Fortunately the weather was good - our third good day of the trip'
So we shot off again peak bagging . Roger and I went back to the
pass to the north of camp. (known now as Rambler Pass . as we had
rambled through it on the way to Noel) and climbed the peak to the
south east of the pass marked 8030 ft on the map This was a
pleasant climb . not hard , and gave spectacular views in all directions. Mike and Franz went back five miles in the direction of Boundary Peak 73 and climbed the prominent mountain to the south of the
North Baird Glacier , shown on the map as 8130 ft. Their route went
to the west and south of the summit ridge and at 7300 ft they left their
skiis to cross the bergschrund and climb a narrow ridge that leads to
the summit from the east. The y only spent 7½ hours on this trip
including a generous amount of time on the summit.
The 29th and 30th were not fun days . We left under variable skies
but endured other problems. Roger had bad luck on the trip with his
skiis which had been running very poorly. and by the time we
reached the bare ice they were ceremonially buried in a very large
crevasse. Bob Tustin almost committed Hari Kari by mistake on ask,
pole and writhed around on the snow as though he had pierced his
lung. Closer investigation was finally permitted and we found he had
missed a fatal injury , though he was badly cut.
We reached the place at which the Beaver was to pick us up about
one hour ahead of schedule and before long we had Joined the
sophisticates at the Harbour Bar in Petersburg and were acquiring a
taste for Tequila too
Ralph Hutchinson
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COURTENAY
Perry Beckham
John Fairley
Don Fell
Nia.l Forster
M. Ha.wes
Ruth Masters
Keith Morton & Fa.m1ly
G.F. (Fred) Put
Jack Shark
Inno Schaeffer
Otto Winnig
Oria.nna Webber
LADYSMITH
David Denis & Fa.mily
Roger Gee & Family
Mary Spoke
Jack Ware & Fa.mily

ISLAND MOUNTAIN RAMBLERS

# 10 Falcon Trailer Park,
Box 484, La.zo, B.C.
Box 1289, Comox
V9N 6A2
2929 Muir Roa.cl
V9N'3W6
220 Back Rd.
2079 McKenzie Ave., Comox V9N 4I8
V9N 5M8
R.R.)
Box 3430
Ma.ilroom, C.F.B. Comox,
LA 20, B.C.
VOR 2KO
R.R.2
Box 3218
Seacliffe Rd., R.R. 2
1560 Fitzgerald Ave
Box 256
General Delivery
Box 1332
Box 403

VOR
VOR
VOR
VOR

339 3369
no phone
334 2039
339 5420
339 5373
334 2270
no pl').one
no phone
334 3290
334 4908
334 2876
338 6051

2EO
2EO
2EO
2EO

245
21~5
245
245

3064
3693
4659
4483

CAMPBELL RIVER
Bill Bourdillon
W. Buitendyk
Alan Harrison
Pal Horvath
Ray Prlngle & Family
Brein Dolan
PORT ALBERNI
Hans Affou:rtit
Clar.a Bartel
Larry Bone & Family
Peter Finch & Fn7,,ily
Brian Foan & Family
Helen Ford
Mike Houlihan
. Val ?umphries
fay Stephens
Billie Sadlish

University Farm, R.R. 1
R.R. 1
961 Elm St.
V9W 2Z9
fi7.5 Warden Cul Rd.
414 South Island Hwy V9W iA5
36 - 961 Cedar St.
'

923 4360
287 7770
287 4052
287 4295

-.
724
723
723
723
724
723
724
723
723
723

616 Gertrude Street
Tahlen Road
104 Sixth Ave. South
302 - 1000 Morton St.
734 Brown Rd.
Stirling Arm Rd., R.R.J
R.R. 3 Lakeshore Rd.
1003 - Fourteenth Ave. South
Lakeshore Rd. R.R.)
1202 - B North Morgan Cres. VCJ'[ 6C3

16187959
9934
9177
Li,727
5778
2218
7959
6635
7445

DUNCAN
Don Bolton & Family 6121 Greive Road V9L 2G9 Duncan
Tom Gibson
9255 Chemainus ~. VOR 1KO Chemainus
Leila Long
General Delivery, Chilco Rd., Crorton
Ralph Morton & Family Box 6, R.R. 1, Cowichan Sta.ti.on
Keith & Jill Waterfall 6581 Chisolm Trail Rd., R.R. 1 Duncan
Ron & Denyse Watt
Fourways Trailer Park, Cowichan Station
Alan Robinson & Family 488 Arbutus Road, R.R. 1 Duncan
Charles Rowley & Family 2928 Herd Rd., Duncan
Peter Smith
7305 Osborne Bay Rd., Duncan
Sid Watts
Bell McKinnon Rd., R.R. 4 Duncan
Hank Wilkinson & Family Box 531, Duncan
Chris Worbets
Millar Rd., R.R. J Duncan

748
246
246
746
71~

748
746
746

8543
9163
9185
7687 VOR 1PO
8217
8757
7791 V9L 1M3
6593

746 5768
746 4340
748 8026

'

VICTORIA
John Bradshaw
Ralph Brawn
·Chris Carrigan
Dorthy Cogswell
David Coombes
Barbara Cowell
John Cowlin & Doreen
Gordon Curry
Ton de Groot
Sharon Harshaw
Bob Hinds
Stephen Howey
Eve Howden
Lois Hubert
Jim Huzzy
Hubrecht P. Jansen
Brian Johnson
Lorne Johnston
George Kelly & Pat
Bill Lash
John Laurie
Violet Matheson

Tom Muirhead
Ray Paine

Brian Pinch
Herb Warren

Angeline Rossiter
Thomas D. Rough
J ohn Sampson
Lyle Shaw
Mark Singleton
Bob Spearing & J anice

491.}1 West Saani ch Road
V8R 2H1
2180 Fair St.
LJ-4.10 Shoreway
#4 - 1677 Hollywood Cr es.
841 Darwin
V8X 2X2
604 - 450 Dallas
V8V 1B1
3951 Margot PL.
V8P 2M2
824 Royal Oak Ave
V8X 2P2
3406 Cook St.
V8X 1B1
2976 Ashdowne Rd.
ves 3M3
325 Stannard Ave.
1495 Lands End Rd. ,
R.R.), Sidney,
12A Vickery Rd.
406 - 1340 Harrison St .
13)1 Glenridge:i Dr • .
17 ;.. 2587 Selwyn Rd.
V9B 3L2
30;1 Larkdowne Rd.
V8R 5N3
207 - 1500 Chalmers St.V8T 3J8
837 Royal Oak,A-ve.
R.R. 2, Saanichton.
1776 Beach Dr.
V8R 6I2
3 - 1160 Richardson St.
3431 Salsbury Way
4849 Townsend Rd.
C/0 3566 Redwood Pl .
6 - 1041 St. Charles St.V8S JR1
632 Fernhill Rd.
V9A 4Y9
2500 Cedar Hill Rd.
2816 Dufferin Rd.
401 - 978 Heywood Ave.
1931 Bowker Pl.
V8R 6N1
14 Linden Ave.
V8V 4C8

592 7029
477 1370
598 7497
384 6396
385 8690
479 6366
479 6288
385 8549
592 6394
598 7898
656 3483
479 6967
595 1295
478 4314
478 7506
592 6402
)88 6995
479 7352
658 1864
592 9791
385 1196
385 6004
479 3590
592 3162
383 5163
386 1730
3R2 9642
384 0876
592 1429
J86 9769

MISC.
Erling Carlsen & Family
Jack Drybrough
Bill Perry & Family
Gerry W. Roberts
Sue Roper
Mary Baker
Vernon Giesbrecht
Richard Kool
Bryan Lee & Joan
Victor Harrison
Ed Mol
John Stout

&

Jan Fraser
Paul Squires

Family

Box 235, Qualicum Beach.
752
VON 2RO
Box 256, Port McNeil.
956
726
Box 139, Ucuelet
283
Box 236, Gold River
Box 91, Tofino
725
Kitimat 208 - 1590 Albatr oss V8C 1R1
Box 67, Cultus Lake
Box 525, Ucuelet
# 6 - 2842 West Fourth Ave,
7)8
Vancouver.
Box 35201, Station E,
874
Vanc ouver
United Kingdom
6223 - 28th Ave. N. E. ,
LA4
Seattle, Washington.
98115
15 Krauss St., Regina, Sask.
Penticton

6336
3516
4356
2552
3389

7538
6274
3775

J.lA.l~J\. .ll"lV

1150 Nelson
621 Prideaux Pl.
113 - 2600 Highland Blvd.
1139 Thunderbird Dr.
2302 - 1007 Bowen Rd.
643 Lambert Ave.

Rob Alley
Joe Bajan
June Batey
Dick Belcher
Robert Boyle
J ack Clark
Doug Compton )
George Compton )
Peter Croft
Stan Dakin
Rick Evans & Nina
Ron Facer
Duncan Fox
Francine Gohier

134 Strickland Rd .
2835 Departure Bay Rd.
629 Beach Dr.
Morningside Dr.
164 McKinnon Pl.
C/0 195 Commercial St.
C/0 O.T. Dept.,
Nanaimo Regional Hospi tal.
1507 Scarlet Hil l Rd .
Job Groot
General Delivery,
Neil Goldsmith
Lantz ville.
Bob Graves & Family R.R. 1, Lantzville.
Irma Grew
General Delivery,
Cassidy
George Helem & Winnie Box 7, Marina Way,
Nanoose
Rex Hendrie & JI'
3731 Wellesley Ave.
Ralph Hutchison & Fam.Box 490
Kim Hutton
R.R. 1, Lantzville Rd.,
Lantzv:i.lle.
Stan Kukula
C/0 45 5 Brech in Rd.
Nonn Laube
658 Farauhar Rd.
Pat Leahy
150 Townsite
V9S 2X2
660 Brechin 1-t.d.
Bruce Mcinnis
Ron Macisaac & Family 800 Beach Dr.
V9R 5K2
Roger Neave
R.R. 2
V9R 1E6
Bob Nicks & Family
489 Seventh Ave.
Lynn Paterson & Laura R.R. 3 Southview Rd.
G~aham Ramsay & Sally 690 St. Andrews St.
Konraltt Stockhausen & Genepal Delivery, Cassidy.

758
7.54
7.58
758
753
754

9761
2207
6488
2207
7475
2175

753
758
753
758
758
753

1315
7664
5329
5690
9861
3311

7.58 7634
390 3925
390 4750

248 6633
758 7949
758 5114
390 4786
753
758
754
753
754
754

J167
'6473

5401
4566
6707
9419

7.54 6024
245 4086

Family

Margaret Symon & John
Jim Taylor
Louise Toby
Leela Torkko
Bob Tustin
Walter Rushak
Mike Walsh
David Ao Smith
Derek Sharp & Louise
Nicola Westarp
John Winkleman

1980 Estevan Rd.
Box 490
R.R. 2 Gonfrey Rd.

753 3789
390 4184

455 Brechin Rd.
3765 Wellesley Rd.
C/0 455 Brechin Rd.
Extension Rd., R.R. 1
Southwind Dr., R. R. 1,
Lantzville~
R.R. 1, Gabriola Island
Generla Delivery,
Cedar.

753 5924
758 9855
753 2796
390 4269
247 8868
754 5944

THE ABOVE LI ST IS MADE UP OF THE HOST RECENT INFOR.i'1.ATION THAT .!QQ. HAVE
PASSED ON TO US.
NOTIFY1

IF THERE ARE ANY ERRORS OR CHANGES TO 8E MA.DE PLEASE

ISLAND MOUNTAIN- RAMBLERS, BOX 691, NANAIMO, B.c. -- ATTs TREASURER.
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. . . "WADDINGTON" ...
19 July- 5 August, 1975
Bob Tustin, Ray Paine, Brian Johnson, John Laurie, Tom de Groot,
Brian Pinch, Al Harrison, Dave Coombes, Margaret Symon ..
"Waddington" was BIG mountains, fantastic granite, yellow,
orange and lime-green lichens, falling in crevasses, sunburn,
howling blizzards, 100-pound packsacks, a near plane crash, trundling,desertion at a rainy mosquito-infested wilderness lake.
Our seven a.m. departure from Campbell River on July 19 was
delayed by low clouds in the mountains to a late afternoon takeoff. An hour's flight up Bute Inlet and the Homathko River took
us into the heart of the Coast Range. We landed at Ephemeron
Lake, at the base of the Tellot Glacier, and camped the first night
on the shores of its icy, green waters, our tents pitched midst
dwarf fireweed and yellow monkey-flower.
Sunday was a long day. Half the party got an early start
for the trek up the Tellot. We travelled at first along a moraine
ridge where we found whitebark pine, ainiea, draba, and pink pussytoes. On the sharp rocks we spotted clumps of white hair belonging to mountain goats. We made good time going up the ablation
zone of the glacier, for the surface was compacted ice, but shortly
we were mushing our way thnough soft snow. The prospect of falling
into crevasses soon caused us to rope up, but despite this precaution, John was the first of the group to drop down a crevasse!
We found our airdrop boxes on the second snowfield. The ·
boxes were mostly intact, but we discovered macaroni, milkpowder,
and (ha, ha!)-wine-do not drop well. The snow was drunk on wine,
and much snow-sucking took ·place.
Unaware of the proper route and the location of the Plummer
Memorial Hut we climbed the last and steepest icefall by moonlight,
and finally reached the Hut at midnight!
In the next few days the rest 6t the group made it to the
Hut, airdrops were retrieved, and some climbing was done. Descriptions of peaks and heights in the Guide Book were confusing, but
it is thought that Shand, McCormick, Argiewicz, and Termination
were climbed. Al Harrison led some of the more difficult routes,
and he, Dave, and Margaret did Claw Pk; which looks donw at the
Hut. A Lesser Claw was also scaled.
Our first storn blew in on the 23rd, and we were cabin-bound
for several days.
Ray, John, and Bob moved in when their tents
ripped apart in 80 m.p.h. winds. Besides the nine of us, there

..• "WADDINGTON" . ..

were also two borthers from Edmonton, who had hiked in from the
end of the road. An account in the Alpine Journal led them to
believe that they were:in for a 4-day trip. Ten days later they
arrived at the Hut in a state of glassy-eyed starvation! They
spent the day after their arrival cooking up concoctions and
eating and eating and eating ...
The storm lifted awhile on Saturday and we headed for Mt.
Heartstone. The day was sunny but there were terrific winds!
While climbing we witnessed a flying spectacle! An otter carrying
the Alpine Club flew past the Claw to do an airdrop. The plane,
going at high speed, hopped onto the snowfield, jumped several
crevasses, and lost a crucial part of its wing, dented its pontoons, nearly ruptured the fuel tank, and deposited a hatch deer
down a crevasse. One of the Alpine Club members suffered a broken
ankle. The plane was considered a write-off with $80,000 worth
of damage.
When the Alpine Club arrived at the Hut they found airdropbox contents scattered all over the snow (although dried fruit had
been cleaned up by scavenging ramblers). The whole incident was
bad luck for the Alpine Club, as they missed several days of good
weather. The dayAbegan climbing Waddington, the mountain was
socked in.
~
At dawn on the 29th, the Ramblers set off with dreams of
climbing Tiedemann and Waddington, The dreams dissolved like
clouds in the valleys when melted by the morning sun. The route
to Tiedemann was "prohibitively dangerous" 15 years ago, before
the glaciers receded. Looking down icy precipices to wild
glaciers with names like Cataract Glacier and Chaos Glacier made
us decide we could go no further. We had to content ourselves with
climbs in the upper Tellot Pk., and camp was established on the
summit of Argiewicz. Dave was the winner of the Argiewicz
trundling contests.
Al, Dave, and Margaret boogied around on the Tellot Spires
and on Serra I, which Bob, Ray and Tom had tried the day before.
The second party, choosing a different route, was held back by
overhanging, loose rock.
Sitting on Serra,the highest Tellot
spire looked tantilizing, and that afternoon Dave and Margaret
climbed it. One pitch took an hour!
On Friday morning we left Waddington and its neighbours in
a whiteout. We retraced our route down the glacier and camped
at Nabob Pass for a couple of rainy nights. The greenness of the
Pass contrasted greatly with the lichen-black rock and blinding
snow of the high mountains. Many flowers grew in the wet

... "WADDINGTON" ...
meadows of Nabob Pass--mountain spires, birdsbeak, dotted saxifrage,
partidge foot, arnics, and mountain daisy.
On the 3rd we were due to be picked up at Ghost Lake so we
backpacked over Mount Jeffrey in another whiteout, and with
several different notions as to where Ghost Lake might be. We
found the lake but the plane did not appear so we set up camp.
The mosquitos were delighted.
On Monday several Ramblers slept until the rains subsided
at one in the afternoon.
Despite clear skies the plane did not
come. Our food supply was rapidly dwindling.
Ray and Tom mixed
hot water with gorp and strawberry jam for supper.
Our
the lake
rejoiced
to sleep

Beaver splashed down on the lake on Tuesday morning;
was reported to have been clouded in the day before. We
in the thought of the "D.I.", being clean and not having
in drippy tents and soggy bags!

The plane flew westward to the sea, and a lifetime of mountains disappeared behind us in the grey clouds.
Back in Campbell River, we surveyed the damaged Ottor.
"Trans Mountain pilots told us the damage was estimated at $70,000
to the $120,000 plnne. The Plane was going to be sent back to the
factory to be rebuilt.
The fact that the Otter could still fly
after all that damage says it is surely an unusual plane.

~7!1~3~
D. THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW
1. What every item in your pack is and
how to use it.
2. How to start a fire .
3. The terrain over which you will travel.
4. How to recognize hypothermia (exposure sickness) and shock. (See film
"By Nature's Rules" and pamphlet
called, "Hypothermia".)
5. Hypothermia, caused by loss of body
heat, occurs in wet and windy
conditions with temperatures between
-1 and 10 degrees C. ( 30 and 50
degrees F. )
6. 60% of body heat loss occurs through
an uncovered head. Wear a cap.
7. Loss of body heat with wet clothes is
200 times faster than with dry clothes.
8. Wool clothing is better than cotton in
wet weather.

-----
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PRES IDEl'-.'T I s MESS}\GE

I'd like to offer my sinc .re thanks to the editor, Bob Tustin, on the
production of this edition of Timbe1 line Ta?,es. Despite many major
set-backs and increa sed production costs he has managed to produce an
edition that is worthy of the Club's stamp of approval.
0

1

The work that goes into producing an edition of TimbeY'line Tales provides
valuable experiences. I appreciate what Bob has done; and on behalf of the
membership, many of whom will not even support him until it is published,
I say, "Thankyo-J.. foY' a job well done!" These same members will one day
appreciate the memories you have made possible for them.
I believe every member of the Island f-.bw.tain Rc,rnblers can derive a great
deal of pleasure from the trip write-ups contributed by the membership,
In possessing such a publication I hope it wili help members to remember,
in the years ahead, th e many fine hikers and mountaineers that ~.. re their
present hiking comrades and f -· iends.

I would also like to thank those members who lead day trips, over-niters
and climbs. Without their leadership, trip preparation, and time contributions
we would not have the variety of trips on our schedules; nor wold we
have the e~·jeriences to relate to others.
A special thanks should be given to those people who make the effort and
time to write up their trips for others to share in.

Bruce E. Mclnnis
Presi. :ent, 1975-76.

THE; 1"EDr.n.ATIC:h Ci;-.' HiUNTAI!i CLUBS OF BLI TISE COLUEBl A

Founded in the fa.11 of 1971, the function of the Federation is to foster
and promote cooperation and coordination between clubs and groups throuGhout

the Province who enjoy the mountains. The Federation also advises ar:c takes
action on all matters concerning the mountains th.'.lt may prove of service tc
the people of British Columbia. The detailed aims and objectives are lifted
in Article III o: te Cons ti t:.1tion, which is ath.ched. l•iembersh ip is open to
all croups 'w'ho are interested in self-propeJ.led mountain activities and inc::. ucies
mountaineering , hikin~, ski--touring, nature study and similar clubs who subscribe
to the aims of the Federation.
A list of members is attached.
1'he primary role of the Federation is one of communication between clubs and
groups which is accomplished by means of delegates' meeting s, a newsle t te:,:- to all
members of mer.iber clubs, and periodic conferences.
The policy of the federation
with respect to other users of the mountains, whether for cor:m:ercial or powerassisted recreational purposes is to talk, understand and persuade, r~ther ttan
to confront. Representation on the Co'J.ncil of Forest Industries i,and Use and
Environ~ental Co~~ittee has been another means whereby the federation b~s been
able to communicate with others who hav€ an impact on the mountain environment.
In helpi?l8: people to move safely in the mountains, the Federation produces
and distributes safety literature through schools, libraries a.'1.d to the public
at large. The Feder&tion also runs a basic mountaineering course each year
which provides the public with a sound introduction to safety in the mountains.
The Federation has played a significant role in getting toeether the R.C.L.P.,
Provincial Emergency Prcr,ra'llme, the Emergency I·1easures Organization am l'.i.r Sea
Rescue on the Government side, and the amateur gr::mps p'Uch as the Mountain
Rescue Group, Hope Rescue 'l'eam, Outward Bo'1nd and the },ootenay hountcineers,
all of whom are able t.o field mountain rescue te nms .
A number of conferences
sponsored by the Federation has resulted in a mucb improved understanding
between those who are able to provide a service and those who can coordinate it.
The Provincial Conference on the Recreational Use of Wildla..>1d was initiated
by the Federo.tion of lfountain Clubs and one of the results of this Conference was
the permanent establishment of an Outdoor Recreation Advisory Committee to act as
a coordinating body between other recreationalists, governments and industr';.
The l<'ederation plays an active part in the effective operations of this Committee.
The environmental committee, which includes a trails sub-committee, is a
me.jar function of the .Federation. This group acts as a clearing house for
ir!formation and matters of concern, with particular reference to forestry
planning and th<:- folio system. As well as representing the 1:1embers of the
Federation, it incluo.es foresters, Parks Branch officials, fish an:! wildlife
manaeers and other individuP..ls with specific responsibilities in these kinds
of areas.
The development of trail policies, practices and up-to-date
information is another aspect of this group's responsibilities on behalf of
all members of the :?ederation of Mountain Clubs of B .C.
The Federation is keen to involve all giwps who share a common interest
and concern over the recreationaJ. use of the mountai·n s of this Province and
who want to contribute their experience and viewpoint.
each member club is
usked to nominc.te un officia.l delerate, -who should be a memoor of that club's
executive, who then attends the monthly delegates' meetings which take place
throueh the·fall, winter and spring.
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MEMBER
GROOFS

Alpine Club of Canada
Vancouver Section
Vancouver Island Section
B.C.I.T. Outdoor Club
B.C. Mountaineering Club
Caledonia Ramblers
Canadian Youth Hostel Assn.
Island Mountain Ramblers
Kamloops Outdoor Club
Kootenay Mountaineering Club

263-9101 (HJ
872-2759 (HJ

Mountain Rescue Group (MRG)
North Shore Hikers
North Vancouver Emergency Measures Organization
Okanagan Similkameen Parks Society (OSPS)
Outward Bound (B.C.)
Sierra Club of B.C. (SC)
Simon Fraser Outdoor Club
Valley Outdoor Association
Vancouver Natural History Society
Varsity Outdoor Club

------------------------------------------------------ -------------RESOURCE FOLIO NEWS

We are very pleased that the VFD of the BCFS has begun to inform us and sare other
groups of the initiation and corrpletion of each resource folio, so we may have input
before approval of a logging plan (letter from J.B. Nyberg, 21 April 1975; see last
NE.WSLEITER, p. 2). With reference to the previously supplied list, DEIEI'E Sechelt
Peninsula and Ahnuhati River, and ADD the following:

Folio Area Name
Big Silver Cr.
Sowaqua Cr.
Chilliwack R.
Roe & Chance Crs.
Ryan R./South Cr.
Walian Cr./Simms Cr.
Norrish Cr.
Upper Pitt R.
Cogburn Cr./Bear Cr.
Wahleach Cr.
Emory Cr.
Scuzzy Cr.
Coquihalla R. West
Port Renfrew Div.,
T.F.L. 22

Refere~ce
E. side Harrison L.
Enters Coquihalla R.
Enter Cheakamus R.
Enter Upper Lillooet
W. side Harrison L.
Enters Fraser R.
Above Pitt L.
E. side Harrison L.
Enters Fraser R.
Enters Fraser R.
Enters Fraser R.
Ten-Fifteen Mile Crs.
Gordon/San Juan Rivs.

Folio Area Name
Tahsish R.
Handy Cr.
Hecate Channel/
McBride Bay
Upper Nimpkish/
U. Oktwanch R.
Kaipit Cr.
Kilpala R./
Karmutzen Cr.
Naka Cr.
Bigtree Cr.
Klootchlimmis Cr.
Kakweiken R. 1:

Reference
LnterL Tahsish Inlet
Enters Alberni Inlet
Nootka Island
Enters Nimpkish R.
Enters
Enters
Enters
Enters
Enters

Nimpkish L.
Johnstone Str.
Salmon R.
Quatsino Sound
Thompson Sound

*Folio completed, submitted to WeldJ.,Jood
for logging plan preparation.

rrentioned in the last NEWSLEITER, if you have a specific interest in one of these
areas, elease_inform the_R & C_Ccmuittee_[R. Freeman, Chairrnan,_263-9101 (H)]. _______

As

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS ISSUE: BCFS = B.C. Forest Service; Cr. = Creek; ELUC =
Environment & Land Use Committee; FMCBC = Federation; L. = Lake; PB= Parks Brunch;
R. = River; R & C = Recreation & Conservation; VFD = Vancouver Forest District, BCFS.
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CONFERENCE ON RECREATIONAL USES OF WILDLAND
'!he Proceedings of the Provincial Conference (April 12-13 at BCIT) have been printed
arrl should be available through your group delegate. 160 persons at.tended, including
50 sponsored delegates fran outside the LcMer Mainland. Speakers were Hon. Jack Radford,

W.G. Hughes (OCFS), Jack Toovey (BC Forest Products), W. Cheffins (ARC Branch, Parks
canada), and John Ha.sell (FME). Participants attended one of 5 different workshops
dealing with Adm:inistraticn, outdoor Recreation Developrent, Trails, Wilderness, and
Safety/F,ducation. Mr. Radford announced the formation of an outdoor Recreation Branch
in his Depart::mant and introduced a discussicn paper on Recreational Corridors. The new
Branch will play a coordinating and advisory role in working with other government
agencies and recreational groups. '!he PB is working on legislation to protect trails
and waterways.
At the Plenary Session the workshop chairrren presented the findings of each group
and these ~e voted upon by the delegates. Ccosidering the diversity of subjects and
types of recreatianists, there was a surprising anount of coosensus.
The Advisory Council for the Ccoference has now becare the Provincial outdoor Recreation Advisory Carmittee as directed by the delegates at the Plenary Session. Sare
initial funding is in hand. The primary purpose is not to set up another level of
bureaucracy, but to coordinate efforts of various user groups in dealing with each
other and the Government in matters of outdoor recreation. Prince George and Kitimat
have already held initial neetings to set up Regional Conmittees.
The FMCBC wishes to thank all those who participated in the Regional Seminars and
Provincial Conference, those who gave freely of their time in helping to organize the
sessions,·and all those groups who contributed space and money, including BCIT and
other colleges, the Government, industry, and the B.C. Sports Federation. Without
all these efforts, success would have been impossible.
WELCOME TO NEW MEMBER GROUPS!

caledonia Ramblers, c/o Bryan Looker, 6090 caledonia Crescent, Prince George.
lt>rth Vancouver Energency ~asures Organizaticn, Ray W. Kinshela, Coordinator,
1305 St. Georges Ave., lt>rth Vancouver V7L 3J2.
Ckanagan Similkaneen Parks Society, H.D. Arnold, Secretary-Manager, Box 787,
Stm11erland, B.C.

V0H lZ0.

TRAIL NEWS

There will be a full report on trail and access conditions in the
next NEWSLETTER, including changes in Park regulations---this should
be out before the end of June. PLEASE SEND ANY COMMENTS TO THE TRAIL
CLEARINGHOUSE COORDINATOR (see below).
CYPRESS rovL FR(M SlNSEI' BFJ}CH.

1000 1 of trail relocated around private land on March
2 by NSH; start from highway the same, but follows beginning of pipeline road, then
new trail, rejoining old route. Signs indicating "No trespassing" on road will be removed; no trail sign at highway.
MI'. REXFORD TRAIL. Study of route for relocation around logging planned for June.
SIN:;IN:; PASS TRAIL. [PB, Garibaldi Park] Road access by car difficult; road is not
in Park, not under PB control. Highways Dept. budget does not include any upgrading
this year. Trail bridges across some creeks reported washed out; replacement dates unknown.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for trail maintenance in Lower Mainland (Paul Binkert - 263-4360).
TRAIL CLEARINGHOUSE
If our NEWSI.Erl'ER is to be of max.inrum use, and if the many guidebooks now available
are to be as accurate as possible in their new editions, we need correcticns and
ccmnents about than, as well as about trail cooditions. Contact: Elizabeth Walker,
Coordinator, Suite #108 - 4875 Valley Drive, Vancouver V6J 4B8; 261-5383 evenings.

•

...

MOUNTAIN HUT QUESTIONNAIRE
-

EXPI/INATI~ (()Jestiainaire oo reverse side)

STEIN RIVER MORATORIUM

'!be Federation is developing a policy oo the wilding of m:,untain huts.
'!be first phase of this program is to gather infarmatioo. nus QU&STI~
NAIRE IS BEill> CIOCUIATID Wl'l1l 'lliE lQOiLIDGE CF YOOR GOJP'S EXE07I'IVE.

The FM:BC has started a sttrly of the Stein River basin which will culminate in

several expeditioos this sunmer. Main purµ:>se is to determine recreational potential of this vast, unspoi led area between Lillooet L. and the Fraser at Lytton.
It is the only major valley within 100 miles of Vancuuver which has not been logged,
and contains many unusual features. It was placed under a noratoril.Dll in 1974 and
its fate will be decided after review by the EI.OC Secretariat in Septarber. '!be
various governneit departnents are now finalizing their sul:missions to EI.OC; we are
not attenpting to duplicate their 1o10rk. It is inportant that we receive any i n f ~
atioo or suggestioos socn . (Cc:Kltact: David Thcrrpscn, adiress & ph:ne on page 1)

In the past, nountain huts were regarded as a necessity and were encouraged by al.nost everyale loh> ventured into the 11CU1tains. In the
last few years attitwes have been changing. ~ m canping equiprent is
so light that people are questiooing the need far huts. Sare unpleasant
experiences with overcro.ded huts have n o ~ been partly responsible
for this change in attitwe.
'!be FM:BC policy nust answer the following questioos: (a) Al'e huts
J,mirabl e ? (b} If ,w, wher e should lhey be located? (c) Prom which al'eas
s hould lhey be revlrict eJ? (d) What hul designs elwuld be used? (e ) Who
should administer and mm'.ntain lheoe huts?

To answer these questioos, nimerous things sb:luld be oonsidered . Sare
of the oontroversial issues are listed below to prarote t.l'nlght oo the
subject.
I. ENVI~AL <X.NSIDERATICRS. Huts attract people and this may lead
to envira,rrental danage. It can also be argued that damage is reduced
by cxncentrating people in a hut rather than letting then carrp.
~estionu: Have a study period of at least two years on any proposed

hul~location; restrict huts from delicate areas (e.g., build huts
either above surrmer snow line or below tree line and not on alpine
meadows); build huts only in areas which are heavily used to reduce
damage by camping, it this is a problem; ensure proper consideration
is given to a good sanitation system before the hut is built; build
huts a long way from any roads.

RECREATION
H

0

z
z
>
H
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II. ArSmEI'ICS. P-Dst ootdoor people cbject to hotels and freeways, etc. , in
the nountains, and sane also object to rrcmtain huts.
S¥egestions: Do not build huts; locate huts so they are hidden from

vew (i.e., behind rocks, trees). This conflicts with safety considerations; construct huts to blend with landscape (stone on rocky ridges,
log cabins in trees)--also conflicts with safety considerations.
Ol'HER a:NSIDERATICRS NO su.GESTICRS: Construct huts at least 5-6 hours'
hike from roads; employ hut custodians; for climbing huts ensure location is a reasonable distance from su11111it; consider ski approach for
winter use, including avalanche danger, etc.
Your views are urgently needed as it is important that the
ideas of the majority of mountain users are reflected in
FMCBC policy. Please fill in the questionnaire.

o
o
:
, o
o
o
o
o
o

o

II. SAfl:I"i. Cbriously a hut provides shelter fran a stonn; hcMever, people
wIThoiit canping equiprent can be caught in a dangeroos positioo if they
cannot locate a hut in bad weather, especially well above tree line.
~cutionu: Do not build huts; paint all huts bright red or orange for

better1dentification (this conflicts with aesthetics); -construct wellmarked paths leading to huts (limited value in winter and not practical
for huts above tree line).
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CONSERVATION NEWS IN BRIEF

~Sllllir Park. PB is preparing recreatioo develoµnent plan for southern area.
Fcol<?<;Jical Reserves. J\a:x>rding to North Ocanagan Naturalists Club NEWSPJICKET in
Apnl, regulations for protectioo of reserves are being finalized.
Cosens Bay area was added to Kalmalka L. Prov. Park instead of being developed by
Marath::11 Realty; C6PS & f'brth Ok.anagan Naturalists participated in effort.
Tsitika-Schoen proposals receiving final consideration by EUX:; decisioo socn.
~sh-Lillooet Recreatioo Sttrly nearing carpletioo [PB, March].
Ll.onsStawam.JS diief Pro~sal. Protectioo was suggested by MRG; R & C Coomittee
prepared brief; suhnitt by FKllC to Mr. Radford; PB will do study of areas.
C6PS Newsletter rrentions involverent in 3 projects: (1) extension of Cathedral
~ r k (under EUX: secretariat sttrly); (2) proposed Osoyoos o:nservancy; (3)
Mission Cr./Greystokes Area, E. of Kelowna.
Valhalla Prog>sal (see References) was prepared by late Mr. 0.leson; efforts now
being continued by Dr. C. Stedman and Valley Resources Society, Box 329, New
Denver, B.C. Area will be sttrlied this sunmer by PB; R & C Camrittee will try
to find out how seriously this sttrly will be pursued by governrrent.
Mt. Seynour Park Trails. FM:BC has written PB expressing concern & frustration
in getting trails :irrproved, made safer, & properly signed. PB has replied they
agree, but btrlget will not permit this until next year, trough signs will be
installed.
S~trum Creek AI}>roach Trail into r-h1ashee Park is being approached by active
egging near Rainbow Falls . letter fran PB to Mrs. K. Wiffin (Nov. 25) stated
they are reviewing a protective corridor; R & C Camri.ttee has inquired further
of BCFS, PB, C6PS, and Kamloops CAftdoor Club (May).
Reorganization of Inter-Sector Camri.ttees. EUC has announced formation of 7
Resource Managenent Regioos w1.th reg1.ooal Resource Managem:nt Camri.ttees to
provide interdepartmental cxmTU11ication and planning. Present differing
boundaries of various departnents will be made congruent. Areas are: I.Dwer
Mainland, Vancouver Island, Thcrrpscn-Ocanagan, Kootenay, Cariboo, Onineca-Peaoe,
and Skeena. Camri.ttee rrertiers have been aRJQinted; R & C Camri.ttee has list.
L3.nds Branch has expressed interest in attending our R & C Camri.ttee rreetings,
ari1 provided informatioo en procedures for trail-building approval; is oo our
mailing list .
NOTICES

o Olange of address of Sierra Club to Box 35520, Station "E", Vancouver
o

V6M 4G8.

Talchako Lodge, operated by SC, is in a very scenic area of 'lWeedsnuir Park
acx,essible by road fran the Bella Ceola !bad; available for individuals and
groups. Ccntact: Icry- Al:bott, 2621 - 126th St., Surrey, or 531-3153.
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CONFERENCE ON RECREATIONAL USES OF WILDLAND
'Ihe Proceedings of the Provincial Conference (April 12-13 at OCIT) have been printed

arrl should be available through your group delegate.

160 persons a-ttended, including
50 spcnsored delegates fran outside the LcMer Mainland. Speakers were Hon. Jack Radford,
W.G. Hughes (OCFS), Jack Toovey (BC Forest Products), W. Cheffins (ARC Branch, Parks
canada), and John Hasell (FM:BC). Participants attended one of 5 different ~rkshops
dealing with Administration, OUtdoor Recreation Develoµrent, Trails, Wilderness, and
Safety/F,ducation. Mr. Radford announced the fonnation of an OUtdoor Recreation Branch
in his Depart:rcent and introduced a discussion paper on Recreational Corridors. The new
Branch will play a coordinating and advisory role in ~rking with other governrrent
agencies and recreational groups. 'lhe PB is ~rking on legislation to protect trails
and waterways.
At the Plenary Session the ~rkshop chairrcen presented the findings of each group
and these were voted upm by the delegates. Considering the diversity of subjects and
types of recreatianists, there was a surprising anount of consensus.
The Advisory Council for the Conference has now becare the Provincial OUtdoor Recreation Advisory Carrnittee as directed by the delegates at the Plenary Session. Sare
initial funding is in hand. The primary purpose is not to set up another level of
bureaucracy, but to coordinate efforts of various user groups in dealing with each
other and the Governnent in matters of outdoor recreation. Prince George and Kitimat
have already held initial meetings to set up Regional Comnittees.
The FMCBC wishes to thank aii those who participated in the Regionai Seminars and
Provinciai Conference, those who gave freeiy of their time in heZping to organize the
sessions,·and aii those groups who contributed space and money, inciuding BCIT and
other coiieges, the Government, industry, and the B.C. Sports Federation. Without
aii these efforts, success wouid have been impossibZe.
WELCOME TO NEW MEMBER GROUPS!

caledonia Ramblers, c/o Bryan I.Doker, 6090 caledonia Crescent, Prince George.
lt>rth Vancouver Energency f.Easures Organization, Ray W. Kinshela, Coordinator,
1305 St. Georges Ave. , lt>rth Vancouver V7L 3J2.

Okanagan Similkarreen Parks Society, H.D. Arnold, Secretary-Manager, Box 787,
S'l.mlrerland, B.C. V0H lZ0.
TRAIL NEWS

There will be a full report on trail and access conditions in the
next NEWSLETTER, including changes in Park regulations---this should
be out before the end of June. PLEASE SEND ANY COMMENTS TO THE TRAIL
CLEARINGHOUSE COORDINATOR (see below).

1000 1 of trail relocated around private land on March
2 by NSH; start from highway the same, but follows beginning of pipeline road, then
new trail, rejoining old route. Signs indicating "No trespassing" on road will be removed; no trail sign at highway.
Mr. REXFORD TRAIL. Study of route for relocation around logging planned for June.
SIN3IN3 PASS TRAIL. [PB, Garibaldi Park] Road access by car difficult; road is not
in Park, not under PB control. Highways Dept. budget does not include any upgrading
this year. Trail bridges across some creeks reported washed out; replacement dates unknown.

CYPRESS WvL FRCM SlliSEI' BF.llCH.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for traii maintenance in Lower MainZand (Paui Binkert - 263-4360).
TRAIL CLEARINGHOUSE
If our NEWSIEI'I'ER is to be of maximum use, and if the many guidebooks now available
are to be as accurate as possible in their new editions, we need correctims and
caments about them, as well as about trail conditions. Contact: Elizabeth Walker,
Coordinator, Suite #108 - 4875 Valley Drive, Vancouver V6J 4B8; 261-5383 evenings.
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LETTER FROM THE OUTGOING PRESIDENT
This has been a rrost exciting and stimulating two years which has made ire very prcui
of the Federation. o..rr charter has been to foster and prarote cooperation and coordination between clubs and groups throughout the Province 'WtK) enjoy the IlOl.ll'ltains. While
our IIEmbership is confined to those who are self-propelled, our actions have in fact embraced many other groups 'WtK) take their pleasure in our wildlands. We have ccntriruted
to their safety through the production of a safety booklet, the running of our Basic
r.bln1taineering Course, and through a series of r.buntain Rescue Conferences which have
brought the RCMP, eirergency treasures organizations, Air-Sea Rescue, and the Provincial
Eirergency Program together with the anateur rrountain rescue groups.
A key fln1ction of the Federation has always been concern over trails and their locaticn, construction and maintenance for the good of all. This has continued to be a major
area of interest, and the establishnent of a •rrail Clearingoouse has been a successful
innovation. The original Trail Ccrcmittee tU1der the effective leadership of Paul Binkert
broadened its interests and has been reorganized into the Recreation & Ccnservatim ~
mittee under the chai..nranship of Roger Freemm, with Paul continuing to deal with trail
construction, maintenance, and standardizati on as Chairman of the Trail Sul::xxmnittee.
The larger Ccrcmittee has becare a rrost effective forum which now includes representatives
of Governrrent fran Parks, the Forest Service, and I.ands, while industry is represented by
the ColU1cil of Forest Industries. The Stein River Watershed Study produced by this ~
mittee is a m::nunent to hard work, careful study and deliberate ~ught, arrlDavid
Thanpson the Project Director, aided by Roger, have my admiration and thanks.
Roger Freemm has also done a very fine job as Newsletter Fditor and the exparrled
circulation and the nurroer of subscriptions proves the value of his efforts. The manner
in which the Federation has involvoo so many other people arrl groops has nore than justified its existence and one cannot but be i.npressed by the talents and camri.tment which
we have been able to draw upon and nobilize.
(Continued on p. 2)
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS ISSUE: BCFS = B.C. Forest Service; Cr.= Creek; ELUC • Environment & Land Use Committee; FBCN = Federation of B.C. Naturalists; FMCBC = Federation;
PB= Parks Branch; R&C = Recreation & Conservation; VFD = Vancouver Forest District, BCFS
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Che of the ITDst siqnificant actions of the Feder at 10n has been the st:·t- t ! r, r_; ·--1; , 0f Uk'
Provincial Conference on the Recreational Uses of Wildland. This was a tr~ly profes sional
affair and effectively brought together the vicwpJints of ~,11 the regions through reg ional
seminars. The Conference led directly to the establishn)(~,t of the Outdoor Recreation
Council of B.C., of which we are a charter member.
As I hand over the chair I want to express my very real thanks to the other rrenbers of
the Executive and the delegates who have backed ne so we ll and who in reality have done
all the work. My chief concern is that others should now cane forward and share the load
and take the Federation on from here. I can see very clearly where we have care from.
The new Executive will be concerned with where we arc going. I wjsh you every success m
these endeavours.
--- John Hase ll, President
FMCBC BRIEF TO ROYAL COMM I SS I mJ ON FORES T RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R. Freeman and D. Thompson apf)2ared before the Ccmn.iss ion on 20 November . Major fX)ints:
We need rrore adequate flmding and staffing of agencies respons i ble for resource managerrent, such as BCTS, PB, Fish & Wildlife Branch, etc .
There is an inadequate data base for proper resource studies; t his includes recreation.
A rrechanism is needed for settling conflicts over withdrawals from timber product i on,
between the EUJC Secretariat level and that of the BCTS Resource Folio System.
Legal r rotect j on for trails and access might reduce sorre demands for park status;
different r rocedures would be necessary for historic and for ordinary trails.
Establishrrent of Provincial Trail Inventory (hiking, skiing, canoeing, A'Ns, etc.).
Legal mandate for environrrental study prior to p lanning of resource extraction.
Need for clarification and up-grading of role of recreation in BCFS.

•

RECREATION AND CONSERVATI ON NEWS-IN-BRIEF
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Valhalla Prq:osal. Public rreeting S!:X)nsorm by SC held in Vancouve r on 6 November.
Since two FMCBC groups differ (SC and l\;"'-'K:), FMC13C plans no endorserrent at this tirre.
Historic Trails. Ch 27 November R&C Ccmn. will discuss protecti on of Brigade and other
historic routes, and possible publication of quide!xx)k. PB Director Tcm lee will be
arrong govt. µ::,rsonnel attending. :v\inutcs wilJ re c1vailable from Delegates.
Winter Recreation. January rreeting of R&C Cornn. will concentrate on self-propelled
winter recreation such as cross-country skiing. Cliff Parker (VOA PLl st-Prcs.) is
leading a study of potential use areas. Blue Mountain is first area in I.Dwer Mainland zoned for both cross-country and snowrrobile use.
Standard Trail Signs and Marking. Paul Binkert is continuing to deve lop ideas for
"µ::irtal signs" which govt. agencies might erect at trailheads, and sLmdard markers.
Form Letters. Elizabeth Walker has designed a letter to answer info requests on trails,
maps, & guidebooks in B.C. Concept will be developed further and reported here.
Hope Pass Trail Cleared. Thanks to Bill Hughes (NSH) trail is now cleared to within 2
miles of Pass; last bit has sorre blCJIM'.:lc:wns but is passable. Details in sumrer issue.
Outdoor Recreation Council of B.C. is new narre for what started as "Provincial Outdoor
Recreation Advisory Conmittee." Regional camu.ttees are being set up; John Hasell
is ChaimBn; Alan Carter, Coordinator.
Stein Watershed Study in two volunes was made possible by traverse of watershed by FMCBC
pa.rty in late August. Sutmitted to govt. in CXtober; decision expected within 2 rros.
New Hut in Golden Fars Park.
A Batzer-type hut has been placed on Panorama Ridge on
the Golden Fars Trail by a high school group and the PB.
Mt. Robson Horse Use. Funds have been requested by PB to irrprove sections of Berg lake
Trail because of heavy impact from both horses and hikers.
Detailed Notice of Folio Developrents has also been started by KMC in their Newsletter
for their region; this is one useful way of ensuring Club expertise is not ignored.
Hut Questionnaire Results frcrn Vol. 1, Number 3, will be published in the next issue.
An Outdoor Recreation Coordinating Ccmnittee of Governrrent agencies has recently been
established in Victoria, and will pursue sooe research. (More on this next tirre.)

.

J

WHERE DOES MINING STAND IN COMPARISON WITH FORESTRY?
In recent years relationships between environrrental groups and the forest industry have
noticeably improved. There is general agreerrent, for example, on the usefulness of a fullyimplerrented Resource Folio System and the need for public participation in decisicn-making.
Unfortunately, the sarre progress is less obvious with mining, perhaps because of the secrecy
involved, perhaps because we have not felt so obviously affected by it and have not tried.
The Mining Association of B.C., in their brief to the Royal Carmission, dem:md "as a
matter of right" that there be alnDst no interference (or ministerial discretion) with
r egard to exploration and cutting of roads, grids, and timber. Although stating that they
support "responsible resource rranagenent," they also assert: "It is imperative that the
mining industry be allowed to clear necessary land within the tine frarre which it has established for the economic develoµrent of an orebody. Delays of nonths waiting for the
bureaucratic process to issue a license to cut is often intolerable." (p. 6) With major
open-pit projects planned for several areas of B.C., perhaps it is tine for us to begin a
dialogue with the mining industry so that a proper consideration can be given to values
other than resource extraction. Anyone have any ideas?
·
KEYS FOR LOGGING ROAD GATES
The Royal Carmission is considering problems of public access to logging roads; there
is no general Provincial policy; vandalism is a big problem. Requests have ranged £ran
maintaining public access in winter and extending roads to nearby lakes (Steelhead Society)
to closing rrany of them after logging ceases (FBQ-il) • While this is being discussed, let
US know if you encounter any problems; we can try to help.
, ·.1t!c1 '171() Z,-· Timber· Ltd. 1Jill pr>ov1:de (on advanc.:e noiice) key to its Nesakwatch, Centre,
anJ Paleface Cr . gates; call locally 823 - 6/J25 or• toll-free from Vancouver 526-1533.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS
A PROPOSAL FOR MONASHEE PROVINCIAL PARK, by Conservation Committee, North Okanagan Naturaltsts ' Club (Box 47 3 , Vernon VlT 6M4), 6 June 197 5 . 3. pp.+ map.
A ;·;!JRVt'Y OF SELECTED SNOWMOBIL E OWNE,'HS IN THE LOWER MAINLAND, by Hugh Price, submitted to
1\ .

Cuthbert, For estry Resource Technology, BCIT, 1 3 April 1975.

42 pp., biblio.

BURKE MOUNTAIN : A STUDY OF RECREATIONAL CONFLICT : S NOWMOBILING AND SKI TOURING, by Jim Boyde

for Di ~ tric t of Coquit lam (Main Off i ce 1111 Brunette Ave.), 1974.

49 pp., 6 maps, biblio.

','ROOKFD RIVER P.S.Y.U. - ANNUAL REPORT 19?4, by Prince George forest District, BCFS, 1975.

8 pp . + l map in c ludin g recreat ion points of int e rest.
DE'WDNEY P. S .Y.U. - ANNUAL REPORT ]97 4, by vrn, BCFS, 1975. 15 pp.+ l map.
DISCOVER SOUTHJ:.,'AST ALASKA WITH PACK AND PADDLE, by M. Piggott. Seattle: The Mountaineers,

1974 .

($5.75 at Mountain Equipment Co- op in Vanco uver)

ECOLOGICAL RESERVES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA ( 4th ed.), by E.R. Program, Lands Management Branch,

Dept . of Lands, Forests, & Water Resources, Victoria, 1975.

9 pp. + l map.

NAHMINT WATERSHED: INTEGRATED RESOURCE STUDY, by J.B . Nyberg (Project Coordinator), VFD of

BCFS , August 1975.

56 pp. + 2 maps.

PARKS BRANCH FREE BROCHURES, avai l. from PB , Victoria (all 1975 unless specified): British

.

Co lumbia Provincial Marine Parks (1/74); Bowr on La ke ; Bugaboo Glacier; Cape Scott;
Cathedral ; Fra ser Canyon Okanagan Provincial Parks; Garibaldi; Golden Ears; Kokanee
Glacier (12/74); Manning; Mt. Ass in iboin e ; Mt. Robson; Provincial Parks on Vancouver
Island; Stra thcona; Tweedsmuir; Well s Gray.
PRINCE GEORGE AND DI STRICT TRAIL GUI DE, THE, edited by Bob Nelson. Prince George: Regional
Development Commission , Regiona l District of Fraser-Fort George, May 1975. 36 pp. + maps,
price not known (revised edition of guide listed in NEWSLETTER Vol. 1, No. 4).
RECREATION CAPABILITY INVENTORY, revised edit ion, by ELUC Secretariat, June 1975, 18 pp.
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES: SITE INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS, by Michael G. Powers, 15 Jan. 1975.
Vanco uver : Greater Vancouver Reg i onal Di s trict. 18 pp.+ l map •
REPORT ON A MEETING AND FIELD TRIP TO HAT CREEK VALLEY, by Will Paulik, B.C. Wildlife
federatio n, 19-21 September 1975 . 6 pp.
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SELLING OF THE SKA.GIT (THE), in Alternatives: Perspectives on Society and Environment,
Spring 1975. [Quarter.ly pub. by Trent Univ., Peterborough, Ont.; $1/issue; 75¢ at Co-op.]

SQUAMISH CHIEF GUIDE, by Gordon Srnaill. Vancouver: Hard Core, 1975. [$4.00 at Co-op.]
STEIN RIVER WATERSHED, VOL. I: A RECREATIONAL RESOURCE STUDY, by FMCBC, Oct. 1975. 100 pp.+
31 pp. of appendices; 30 maps, 5 drawings, 2 graphs, l table, 16 photos (15 in colour).
25 pp. +
14 pp. of appendices; 4 maps, 6 colour photographs, biblio.

STEIN RIVER WATERSHED, VOL. II: OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS, by FMCBC, Oct. 1975.

SUBMISSION TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND LAND USE COMMITTEE RESPECTING DISPOSAL AND USE OF THE
TSITIKA.-SCHOEN AREA, by FBCN, l April 1975. 4 pp.
SUPPLEMENT NO. 2, CAPILANO COLLEGE WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP REFERENCE GUIDE, 1975. 5 pp.
TRAILS TO THE SHUSWAP, by Don Barz et al. Salmon Arm: The Salmon Arm Observer, 1973. 56 pp.
illus., maps, no price given [OFY Project: guide to hiking, canoeing, cycling].

VANCOUVER ISLAND LOGGING· ROAD TRAVEL, VOL. 1: VICTORIA TO CAMPBELL RIVER, by Alec & Taffy
Merriman (rev. 1975).

Sidney: Saltair Pub. Ltd.

185 pp., maps, illus.

$3.95.

YUKON'S BURWASH UPLANDS: THE NEED FOR INCLUSION IN KLUANE NATIONAL PARK, by J.B. Theberge &
S. Oosenbrug for National and Provincial Parks Assn. of Canada, Canadian Nature Federation,
& Federation of Ontario Naturalists. March 1975, 14 pp. + 3 maps, illus. No price given.

SUBMISSICNS TO ROYAL CCMUSSICN CN FOREST RESOURCES. Hundreds of briefs have been sul:::mitted.
satE and list a few here which are of special interest.
Where place & date are
not specified, it is Nov.-Dec. 1975 in Vancouver. (Not listed in order of importance)

We have seen

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Environment & Land Use Committee Secretariat. 39 pp. + 20 pp. of appendices.
"Forest Recreation in British Columbia," by FMCBC. 12 pp. + 4 of appendices.
Steelhead Society of B.C. 4 pp. + 3 pp. of appendices.
Dept. of Recreation & Conservation. 60 pp.+ many tables & maps [important brief]
•
Federation of B.C. Naturalists. 6 pp.
B.C. Wildlife Federation. 56 pp.+ 5 pp. of appendices [very well done brief]
"Retracking British Columbia," by V.O.I.C.E. [Victims of Industry Changing Environment]. •
32 pp. + 12 pp. of appendices; cartoons. [very interesting radical proposals]
"Forest Resource Planning in British Columbia," by BCFS (Sept., Nelson). 31 pp. + 2 pp.
of appendices. [important, self-critical analysis of own functioning and needs]
Outdoor Recreation Council of B.C. 28 pp. [proposals for public involvement]
Mining Association of B.C. 24 pp. [see comment on p. 3 of this NEWSLETTER]
Ken Farquharson. 12 pp. + refs.
"Sustained Yield Timber Management and Public Land Use Allocations in British Columbia,"
by Jerry Fagerlund for Vancouver Group, Sierra Cll:lb of B.C. 10 pp. + refs.
Council of Forest Industries of B.C.
36 pp.
"Environmental Legal Aspects of Forest Management in Br i tish Columbia," by West Coast
Environmental Law Association. 17 pp.
Canoe Sport British Columbia. 2 pp.
J. L'Orsa & H. Kruisselbrink (Prince Rupert, Sept . ) 8 pp. + refs.
"The Role of the Citizen and Citizen Groups in the Allocation of Forest Resources in
British Columbia," by Carn Murray (Karnloops, Sept.)
9 pp.

EDITORS' NOTE
This is the fourth issue of our Newsletter. Each one has been sooewhat different. If
you ~ d like to see it changed, if you have items of general interest, if you knCM of
other publicaticns or studies we have not listed, please let us knOW'.

-------------- ------SPECIAL NEWS FLASH!
SEX AND M<XJNI'AINEERING FOOND

INCCMPATIBIB !

The BCMC Septerrber Newsletter advertises a trip to "a very ascetic area south of
Kerareos with lots of opportunity for a variety of climbs."

.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TRAIL, PARK, AND ACCESS ISSUE
'!his is our first attempt at such an extensive report. In each of the previous
issues we have emphasized the need for information to be sent to the Trail Clearinghouse Ccx::mlinator, but there has been little response. This issue's information is
therefore based l.JIX)n a mail survey of Parks Canada, Parks Branch District Superintendents, and selected club rrenbers; telephone calls to known trip leaders; and personal
experience. This is not good enough for a truly canprehensive coverage. If you find
this issue helpful, inadequate, or incorrect, please let one of us or Elizabeth Walker,
Trail Clearinghouse Coordinator, know (Suite# 108 - 4875 Valley Drive, Vancouver
V6J 4B8; 261-5383 evenings).
GUIDEBOOK CORRECTIONS
As a result of our previous request, we have only rece ived corrections for "103
Hikes in Southwestern British Columbia." This is now available at many bookstores in
a second, revised printing. For those who may still have the first printing, we list
here all (X)rrections known to us, by µ3.ge number, as well as sare rrore recent ones.

Page 8.
Page 20 .
Page 21 .
Page 26.
Page 38.

An excellent selection of maps may be obtained from Geological Survey of
Canada Branch, Dept. of Energy, Mines &Resources, 6th Floor, 100 West
Pender St. ( 666- 1271 ) .
Highway construction has closed off parking at trail base; park opposite,
if available, or at overlook up the Squamish Highway.
Photo reversed.
Trail beyond Fourth Lk. marked with pink tapes; Waterboard cabin gone.
Trail around Wside of Grouse now a road; access blocked by Grouse Mtn.
Resorts; status unclear.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS ISSUE: BCFS = B.C. FoPest SePvice; Col . = Co l wrm; CP. = CPeek;
ELUC = EnviPonment & La.nd Use Committee; FMCBC = FedePati on; L = left; Lk . = Lake;
PB = PaPks BPanch; PORAC = PPovincial OutdooP RecPeation AdvisoPy Committee; R = Pight ;
Riv. = RiveP; R & C = RecPeation & Conservation; VFD = Vancouver FoPest DistPict, BCFS.
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Col .

z.

line 10: No technical difficulty between 1st

&2nd Peaks. There ts one obscure spot: on ascent

just below surrmit cone, bear L (W) on level, then
sharp R into gully; use caution on descent, bearing
L {E) where gully ends, to pick up trail.
Page 48.
Col . 2: Take 2nd road. continue short distance on
road towards watershed. passing private house on R.
Then turn R into woods on new trai l , rejoining old
route.
Page SO.
Col . 1: Trail starts above new develoi-nt on E side
of Oceanview Rd . just after last swttcllback froa below, a few hundred yds. from road end, which curves
to R to end in cul-de-sac. Alternate route leads to
trail from road end, but no parking here . Main Marking ts with orange paint blazes .
Page 56.
Col. 2: Part-way up above old homestead trail has
been re-routed to avoid washout.
Page 70.
Col. 1: Change description to read as follows:
" ••• sideroad. with a gate (open 1975), rises on left
hand side. (Avoid road further on, at bottoa of hill.)
Head uphill on thi s. following main road at forks.
Once up near obvious sag, avoid road R to tower, continuing on. Old road (overgrown) marked at beginning
with pink tapes , enters Lat bend; this is for descent.
Continue with yellow tapes a short distance to upper
tower; just beyond, trail goes sharp left ••• "
Col. 2: " •• •conti nuing to south across cleared area .. . "
"From here go south with occasional views, ... " (Ol d
logging road ts now a trail.) Note: topo 1111p shows
old roads , not route of present road.
Pages 80-81. Mt. Copley should read "Mt. Cokely." 5,302 feet. The
old cameron Lk. Trail ts getting 1111ch less use since
a good trail leads there from Rosseau Chalet, which can
be driven to 7 days a week on M&B logging road. An
easy 1 hour hike. Also logging roads lead to old trail
near Pipeline Creek about 1 hr. below sumtt, above new
Mt . Arrowsmith Ski Development.
Page 82.
New map of Forbidden Plateau available from Director,
Surveys &Mapping Branch, Dept. of Lands, Forests, &
Water Resources, Victoria (#14273. Key Map 6, 1,320'•1"
or 4" • 1 mi.; 25 ft . contours; 75t + tax).
Page 86.
Col . 1: Crown-Zellerbach now allows weekend access to
Cruikshank.canyon. and Paradise Meadows without permit.
Ci rclet Lk. only a short (1/2 hr . ) backpack from Kwai
Lk .• not a second day.
Col. 2: Moat Lk. less than a mile, 1/2 hr. Return
tr1 p time about 2 to 2-.1/2 hrs.
Page 89.
Mt. Albert Edward a 12 hr. return trip from Nanaimo .
Pages 90-91. Photo taken from Mt. Elkhorn. not trail end. Lake is
called Landslide Lk., peak Rambler Peak. Route from
trail end crosses Riv. halfway between last fork &Lk.
Pages 96-97. Alice Ridge ts Cheekye Ridge on Western Garibaldi Park
Map ( PS-63) •
Page 98.
Col. 2: Branches off 2.0 (not 2.3) miles due to road
construction. There is another logging road turnoff ·
1.9 mt . N of Alice Lk. junction; joins other road at
first fork. N road better; S has better bridge.
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Page
Page
Page
Page

100.

102.
115.
122.

Page 125.

Page 148.
Page 152.
Page 155.

Page 167.
Page 177.
Page 187.

Col. 1. 1tne 9: ·"turns sharply south. "
Col . 1. line 10: Should read towir"no. 64-2, not 164.2.
Picture: Rainbow Lk., not Tonic Lk.
Road access difficult; road may be impassable; not
•1nta1ned. Mine closed. Col. 2, line 7: turn E j ust
before reaching highest point in Pass.
'CiiT:"a, line 2: 9,527 feet . Line 5: Turn L just
over bridge across river.
Col . 1, line 8: "before Trout Lk."
Col. 2: Trail turiiof'rfrom new bulldozed road may be
obscure, this ts part way up from highway ·to crest.
New, easy trail from rafting area on Wside of Cultus
Lk. to sunnit, running SW along ridge ("Attorney General's Trail") .
View of Canadian Border Peak, Tomyhot Peak, Baker.
View of Pierce Lk. (H. Lunden).
Forest Service cabin tn disrepair, 1975.
NATIONAL PARKS

Pbz" the intemst of tl¥>ll8 planning tripe to the 110Untain parks, we
have included tl¥>N ai the Alberta side in our survey. we asked
about CNngell fzan lut year in trails, access, canpites and cantr
grounds, hlta, a,gulat.ima, and nape. The coop"ration of Parks
p•nonn.t i.e appreciated, Please note that vehicle fees have increa.s to $10 for a aeuon, and $2 for single-entry ($4 with trailer). 'Brough tr4V9l ia tllfllll)t. lllNrviced carrpsite fee $ 3.00.

BANFF NATION.AL PARK. No changes.
GLACIER NATIONAL PARX. No changes.
MT. REVELSTOKE NATION.AL PARK. No changes.
JASPER NATIONAL Pill. A peracnalized registratial system has
&in Introduced. °"8might stay requires peraaw. registratial
with duty warden at Jasper or 0:lll.llbia Ioefields office. High
trails should 0p!ll earlier this year. New Park 1111p avail.able
for $ 1.50.
KOOTENAY NATION.AL PARK. Cz:ew will be working in Hemet Cr.

area thia amnar.

PACIFIC RIM NATIONAL PARK. West Olut Trail being irrproved.
New 'Interim West Coast ilfesaving Trail Infcmnat:ial Sheet" available. Boundaries still being negotiated, Indian land claims in-

volved.
WATERTON LAKES NATIONAL PARK.

canerm

I.k. Canpgroond closed;

for diy uae ai!y: equivi!Slt spaoe added to townsite

canp;round.

Crandell lk. oorse
trail revised, 4 mi. cb.n Bl.aki.stal Cr., previoosly washed OJt. ,
Maka loop p:>ssil:>le: said to be good for walking also.
YOHO NATIONAL PARK. New registratial system: all overnight
hilciri, c!Li&ri, caipers llll8t register at Kicking Horse Info
Bureau or Jt>odoo Cr. Canpgrcu,d. Self-registratial for day clilrben auy, in I.k. O'Hara area. Work will oc:ntinue al Burgess Pass,
McrArthlr Cr. , and 1'ilin Falls Trails. 0:li8b:uct.ial will start al
Gocdair Pus Sectial of Great Divide Trail, hopefully to be ~
pleted this fall. Acoes8 to TakaJdcaw Falls C.G. and viewpoint will
be ai foot , with parking area being oc:nstructed near youth b:>stel.
Bridge near Mn Falla Teahouse to be replaced with bailey bridge.
lmlrald I.k.-Yoho Pus Trail cbliterated by aval.Clche (1974).
New topo nap available for $1: guide for 50¢.
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TRAILS, ACCESS, AND PROVINCIAL PARKS
We i.rish to e:rpress our appreciation to Parke Branoh persoMet, Cll'ld
others, who provided usefut inforrmtion. ~ following axe listed,
inaofar as possible, according to the new Resource Managall!nt Regiala.
I.CWER MAINIAND REXiICN
Windfalls ai lowar aectiai (T. Taylor, sac).
BRANDYWINE CR, & METAUX:ME. Gate cloeed a\ June 11 future aituati.a'I
uncertain. Parking available at gate. M:is O.S m. each way.
CHILLIWCl( U<. TRAIL. Many bla«b.ns in .April. Initial netal IIUkera
Nm\ fran roid are misleading; keep through tore.t to B bank of
river [P. Buaaell, NSHJ.
~ & OOA'1 MI'S.
Trail cloeed by Gr:wae Mtn. Reaorta c. . p. l) .
1™ ti<. Opper aectia\ bruahy1 ney be cleared in Oct. Marking
good, with yell<M paint triangles, uoept at l w logging road
ji.mctiala [Rlghes, NSH1 C, Clark, NSH).
EU<-'11llRS'l'CN. Needa sane clearing a\ ridge in tnea [C. Clark, NSH).
ootL W. Trail on both aidee, then 8\mna bridge oc:mectim. Nat
iactiai being worked m [Bcb JCippan, \QJ ,
OOIDEN EMS MINE. No nerking1 there ia a ocnfuainq apur. ~ ,
niedi clearing (A. Hirachaprung, NSHJ •
GIUKRP U<. Trail ga,erally good, narking moa'ltly iJ!p:'cMd. At
Na tliidinn IJc. there ia ra, trail Cl'l B aide which ia . . .,
avoidin9 0\IVgrQr,1'\ old trail Cl'l w, r.joina old roJte after al:lcut
0.25 m. Half-way betMal'l lie.a. ia mu• of tape• mS 111inJ.n9 CJrid
llnM (R. <m'r, V0i\1 80b JCippan, YI>.] •
Hl!N1UE'l'1'A U<. Trail good (Hira::haprunlJ, NBHl •
RI'. Q\iplmk er. lo9;in9 rd. cpan, wlhcut rll)l.ind, lhauld
bi c!r!viible high Cl'lto ridlJe (Waddinl;rticn, BOC] •
lUR) ' Dl!Hm'1' ucs. Bot:tan of trail bird to loc.ate in . . . of
rciiEei pirily oaUNd by oara1eu lhort:-<NttJ.n;, fw tapN. NIida
~ with paint (<mr, V0i\J ~ , NSH),
RN)It.14 at. 'J.'MIL. Many windfall.a. Marking ccnfuaJn; hi;twr up.
ids ciibln bu cx,llapNd roof [Waddinl;rticn, BOC) .
MlNIDI U<, J'lW!Nl"L-<Hl MJ:IZ qt.l, Trail ganerally good, tlut bruahy
and iiiidi!y Inplioii tAiicii, A!II) •
~ . Trail fran Chief OYWgl"CW'\J will be cllaNd 27 July by NBH.
.;;,;gm-=;.,;MDI=, Sala light l::lruahing-out ~ . ailld0nd road put-wy
up paral.lela ~ and INlY 0blcure trail in plac:a.
V!11lD Mm. Attom8y-Glneral • • Trail clear, tiut deeply rutted by
iiotiifuy6J.e or trail-bilce UN,
WILLI»l3 RDXZ '11WI., a.ibject to eroaicmr neada adtc:bbec:ka Cl'l
81:ellp iic€1ciii, ~ mequate, Cl\ly fflin0r bl.OlillbrN (st.yml,
AIOOETl'E MIN.
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Manning.

Naw 40-\l'lit C.G. at Skagit Riv. in Recreatiooal Reserve. No other changes~
Mt. SeynQg. No changes reported.
VJHXlNER

151.W) RFnICN

~ MIN. IDgging road extended to within 0.25 m. fmn Heather

fk. Active logging under way, use cauti.a'I with trail access [Sid
Watta, ~ Club of Victoria).
PARKS DISTRICTS

Amlwllnith. No changes.

Miiihit,

Naw 2-1'11ile loop trail in Mat.hesa\ IJc. Provincial Park,

~ - l'Jrpro\lellanta and upgrading of trail fran Great Central
flt. to Della Falla. Gravel road aooeaa fran s end Buttle Ik. to
Price

er.--cream U<.

trail.

~

REX;ICN

BRDll' Mm, Beet aoceas via Shingle Cr. Road which is now O{lEll,
Iii::ai owiera had bloclced acoeaa. Higi'Mlys Dept. has juriadictiai;
if any prcblt11W, report to them [Amold, CSPS].
CDl.t!ltiIAL 'l'RAIL route fran Manning to cathedral Parks bl!ldly
a!iicti:t &j b!Ololdolol\a (Green, PB}.

PARKS DISTRICTS

MEfi:it.

BOC],

MXl>r Ml', 'l'zail narkin; frcn Alhlu er. logqJ.n; z0ld ldaQ\ate, trw
iiiiyid with orange paint. Rcu;t\ f00blay (Pc •·-ll, NSK).
PARltS DlS'l'RICfS

Alcuatte IJc. C.G. o. 5 11. further N cin ain
~Golder. c.a. with 1,2 0111pit11 (l)IM4 this year. Nat
1975-76 ape ~ilable at Gate 110ua1.
Qiltua IJc. No c:hlnrJN,
dirlbiial. 1.1ng er. bridge to Mll!qlall a.. ia in bid ahlpe, to be n~ year. cauti.Cl'l ldYiald at ancw bridge czouinrJ. Diallcn4
HIid Shelter acmduled far oanatN:lticn this year MU' llfin Uca.
lb pata in Black '1'Uak Ccnlerwncy AIM. "NIYa Biltcn• in bed lh..-•

Alcuatte. Nail a001•

to

~

RmICN

PARKS biSTRicrs

Jbkanee. List of all road aooeaa to trails and of trails (5 R>·)
avaliabll fran PB, R.R. 13, Nellla'I, B,C. re XOkanee Glacier Park.
Bruahing cut of all trails planned. No new trails or changes in
z0ld ace.a. Silver Spray Cabin at head of Silver Spray er. has
bean rn:wated-will sleep 6. <:anping UQlnd Slocan Chief Cabin
reatricted-aee ranger in charge. Max. of 20/nighti lllllX. 3 nights
per per8CI\ imtil 15 tb.wri)er. All dogs IIUSt be a\ leash in Park ,

~ CNek Access: Highway 31, 19 mi. N from Kaslo to Cooper Cr ·
ten l2 ml, t & S to Carlsons farm at Johnson's Landing. Follo~·
old telephone line and trail S for 1,5 mi. to Fry Cr. Trail good
for 6 •i. to Fry/Carney Cr, junction. Then game trails & trappers
trails up both Fry & Carney Crs . to high country .
Hamill Creek Access : Highway 31 to Cooper Cr., as above. Then 2 mi.
E to Ar1enta, Park at Land Co-op gate. Follow old road 1.s mi. to
loged clearing, then follow Hamill Trail along Hamill Cr . for
1ome 2~ mi . to Earl Grey Pass, over Pass to Toby Cr. for 6 mi. to
Mineral Kina Mine .
~ - lad & parking lot fran IQ;ab:x> Iodge to head of
----- Cmll> Trail hu had ICllle minor illprovanents. Rest.oratiai
ll0Zk ocntinuc en old NX cabins in Mt. Asainibcine Pan. z:stter
of authariaati.Cl'l requized to take hone• into thia park.
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CMINEI:A-PF.ACE

•

REX;IOO

PARKS DISTRICTS
Mt. ~ - No changes.
Peaoe-Li.ard. No trail changes. Kledo Cr. Carrl)site, mile 335 Alaska

Hig}iey, reduced fran 55 to 28 due to flood da!rage; picnic shelter

•

IIBshed cNay.

CARIBOO REX;IOO
PARKS DISTRICTS

•

Q.Jesnel. No changes except power lxlats and aircraft restricted to
Bowren IJc. ally.

No fly-in service to Indian Point IJc.

~ B a b i n e . Trail to Hunlen Falls carpleted. Bella <:bola
Ii:iad in very good caiditioo. Trails to be sign-posted soortly.
~king al up-dated brochure, trail route and navigatiaial hazard
descriptial.

•
•

SKEENA m;Irn
PARKS DISTRICTS

Iak.else. Lakelse lake Park: increase in CaJ!llElites fran 133 to 155
proJected at FUrloog Bay ~ d.
RECREATION ANO CONSERVATION NEWS IN BRIEF
•

•

•

•

•

Recreatiooal Cl:>rri.dore. Ted Frechette of I.mg Range Planning
Sectial, PB, presented a slide sho.l and distrib.lted a new brochure with questiainaire at June 12 meeting at BCIT. Elizabeth
Walker presented a slide sho.l and discussial representing the
FM:l!C poeitioo. I.egislatioo has been prepared for first reading.
Provincial OJ.tooor Recreatioo Advisory Camlittee was outgrowth of
Wil.dl.and CCllferenoe (see Newsletter l:3, p. 2) i request for
funding ($31,520) was sent to Government. Dept. of R , C haa
oannitted $20,000 for an excellent start. Other requests will
be made to Council of Forest Industries, Provincial Secretary,
and Mining Associatial. PORAC will operate administratively in
and under the B.C. Sports Federatial, rut with independent policies. Interim Olairman Jd'ln Hasell, FrCBC President, was elected
a Director of the B.C.S.F. Letter was sent to Premier expressing
concern over potential a:nflicts between new OJ.tdoar Recreatioo
Branch and new Leisure Services in Provincial Secretary's Dept.
F.oolttcal Reserves. New regulatioos ref : B,C. Reg . 335/75, O.I.C,
i 56. In part, prdlihits prospecting, t.int>er cutting, canping,
grazing, lighting fires, l::uilding roads or trails, and nDtarized
vehicles. To be used for research and educatiaial purposes by
permit of Administrator. Cne could presunably hike throogh.
Council of Forest Industries Public Liaisoo Camlittee. 'Ibis groop
was originated at CXFI 1s suggestial; has representatioo fran
:FM:IC, Sierra Club, Wildlife Federatioo, Federatial of B.C. Naturalists, S.P.E.C., I.W.A., industry, governnent, and fishing
and guiding groups, anong others. Follo..ring the working out of a
mm:ier of useful areas of consensus (which will be ~lished soa'l) ,
name was changed to Forest Land use Liaisoo Camlittee.
Klaxlike Gold Rush International Park. PB su&ximii.ttee studying
develo?ll!!llt plans (dillkoot Pass area) .

•

•

~

cr./Rainba./ Falls

Near Mooa.shee Park (Newsletter 1 : 3 ,
A.H. Dixcn (OCFS kamlocps District, 9 June) oovises
that no awlication has been received for logging; if cne is
it will cp through Folio System with recreaticnal values of
pri.na.ry concern.
Valhalla Proposal (Newsletter 1: 3, p. 3) . PB Regicnal Manager
in Nelson advises that detailed recreatiooal analysis will
be done this sumer. Direct input welccrre to Mr. D. Kerr,
c/o PB, 303 Victoria Street, Nelson, B.C.
cypress Provincial Park. Access road to be closed 11 p.rn. to
7 a.rn.: attendant al duty for access by residents. All
traffic blocked at Mile 7 by road ccnst.ructial.
Pacific Rim Natiooal Park. Efforts under way to secure toundary for Phase III (West Coast Trail Sectioo) . For info:
Superintendent, PRNP, Box 280, t:k:luelet, B.C. VOR 3AO.
GVRD Livable~ial Pr:9ram 1976/86. Malt>ers of FM:BC R & c
a:mnittee ~ interested groups net with planners of
Greater Vancouver Regicnal District on JlD'le 5 to discuss ccncerns over poor developrent and maintenance of trails. These
groups are clocune:nting their interests for two GVRO ccmnittees . This approach will be essential because relatively
little era.in land is available for recreatioo in this area.
~ l Camlissioo al Forest Resa.rrces. Dr. Peter Pearse, Can-missioner, will oold public hearings in llr"caAe-, Nelson, Kamlocps, Prince George, Victoria, Prince Rupert. "He will fonnulate reccmnendatials directed t ~ ensuring that t h e ~
lie interest is protected in the legislatioo, policies, procedures and practices affecting the allocatial and use of
forest resources of the Province." See local paper for details.
Recreatialal Areas for All-Terrain Vehicles. A brief was presented by the FM:llC R & C Ccmnittee (see Publicatioos) to the
subccrrrni.ttee of the r.o.,er Mainland Parks Advisory Assn. oo
areas suitable for A'IVs (incl. snc,.,,m:,biles) . Brief called
especially for noo-m::itorized use of Burke Ridge (to becate
park under GVRO Livable Regial Program) and part of Vedder
Mtn. in Recreaticnal Reserve, ana\g other points.

p.j;

---------- ----------------------SELECTED ALBERTA NEWS

The Alberta Wilderness Association has an exce llent Newsletteri single menbership $3.00 to J!HA, Box 6398, Statial "D",
calgary, Alberta T2P 2El. Folloo.ng excerpted fran SpringStimer 1975 issue.
•
•
•

•

Great Divide Trail . O:Jnflict over powerline route arrl Trail
route in Cro.,,snest Pass area; ca1gary Sectioo, ICC, involved.
waterton Park Master Plans. several cxnservation groups have
net with Parks Canada in effort to limit develO(:tTient.
Tli«> New Wilderne ss Provincial Parks aoot B.C.: Kananaskis s of
Banff Park inc l. Kananaskis IJcs. (120 sq. mi . ), and Kakwa
Wilderness Park N of Willrrore Wilderness Park (1 50 sq. mi.).
Provisicnal Master Plans for Banff, Jas~r, Yooo, Kootenay
~ extensively discussed Cw. 18-2 ; i.nportant for B.C .
as well. Inc hrles trail standards, ATVs, new maps, twinning
of Trans-canaaa and scenic parkway al Higtrway 1-A.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

We have listed, especially for this issue, sane of the major guidebooks nCM available, even though they have appeared in this section in previous Newsletters.
A GUIDE TO KOKANEE GLACIER PARK, by John Carter, 2nd ed., 1974. 54 pp., maps, illus.
Pub. by John Carter, available from him, c/o PB, R.R. # 3, Nelson, B.C., for$ 2.40
including postage, or (to members) from Mtn. Equipment Cooperative in Vancouver for
$ 1.80.
ALPINE GUIDE TO SOUTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA, by Dick Culbert, 1974. 441 pp., maps,
illus. Order from Alpine Guide, Box 91402, West Van. V7V 3Pl, or purchase at
Duthie's or other bookseller for$ 9.75.
B.C. CANOE ROUTES, by Canoe Sport B.C., 1974. 111 pp . , illus. Used to be avail. from
Western Heritage Supply Ltd. in Aldergrove (P.O. Box 399, 27247 Fraser Highway, VOX lAO).
BUGABOO GLACIER PROVINCIAL PARK AND ALPINE RECREATION AREA, by PB, July 1974. 5 PP· + map.
EXPLORING GARIBALDI PARK (VoZ. 1), by Gundy's & Bernie's Guidebooks, Vancouver, 1972.
96 pp. + map, illus. Available at Duthie's or other bookseller for$ 3.50.
EXPLORING MANNING PARK, as above, same price.

FOREST TENURES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA: POLICY BACKGROUND PAPER PREPARED BY THE TASK FORCE
ON CROWN TIMBER DISPOSAL (Peter H. Pearse, Chairman), Victoria, B.C., Dec. 1974.
126 pp. +map.Available from BCFS, Victoria. [This is the "3rd Pearse Report."]

GUIDELINES FOR RECREATION FEATURE INVENTORY, by ELUC and PB, April 1974 (Internal doc . ).
HIKING THE HIGH POINTS: A GUIDE TO HIKES IN THE INTERIOR OF B.C., 4th ed., by Roland
Neave, 1974. 108 pp., maps, illus., $ 3.95. Availability from W. Heritage Supply
(as in B. C. Canoe Routes, above) uncertain.

Available in Kamloops bookstores.

HIKING TRAILS I: VICTORIA AND SOUTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND, $ 1.09;
HIKING TRAILS II: SOUTHEASTERN VANCOUVER ISLAND, $ 1.34;
HIKING TRAILS III: CENTRAL AND NORTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND, INCLUDING HIKING ROUTES OF
STRATHCONA PARK, $ 1.87. All prices of these 3 guides include postage, from Outdoor
Club of Victoria Trails Information Society, P.O. Box 1875, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y3.
[Thes e guides also for sale on B.C. Ferries.]
IS EVERYTHING ALL RIGHT UP THERE? by John Woodworth, pub. by OSPS, Box 787, Summerland,
B. C. VOH lZO, 1975, for$ 2. 29 pp., maps, illus. [critique of effects of clearcutting and slash burning in Okanagan, Kettle, and Similkameen Valleys ].
MT. ASSINIBOINE PROVINCIAL PARK, by PB, June 1974. 10 pp. + map.
103 HIKES IN SOUTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA, by BCMC and Mountaineers (Seattle); try to
get 2nd. revised printing . Order from Mountain Craft, #608 - 207 W. Hastings St .,
Vancouver V6B 1H7, or purchase in Duthie's or other bookseller,$ 5.95. (1973)
PARK BROCHURES (Parks Branoh): Alice Lake, Cultus Lake, Garibaldi, Gibson Pass Ski Area,
Golden Ears, Kokanee Glacier, Manning , Mt. Robson, Mt. Seymour, Shuswap Lake, Strathcona, Wells Gray. Most of these are 1974 or 1975, with sketch maps. Available from
PB Information Officer, Parliament Buildings , Victoria (free).
PRINCE GEORGE AND DISTRICT TRAIL GUIDE, ed. by Bob Nelson, 1974 . 8 trails+ maps.
Pub. by Regional Devel. Commission, Fraser-Ft. George Regional District, Prince George,
25¢.

RECREATIONAL USES OF THE LOWER MAINLAND - INDIAN ARM-HARRISON: A Brief Presented to the
Lower Mainl,and Parks Advisory Assooiation by the Reoreation & Conservation Cormzittee,
Federation of Mountain ciubs of B.C., June 10, 1975. 13 pp. + 11 maps, one with overlay.
RESOURCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING IN B.C., by ELUC, Victoria, 1975. 16 PP·
SNOWMOBILE TRAIL AND USE AREA SYSTEM IN B.C.: A Brief by the B.C. Snow VehioZes Assn.
presented to the Dept. of Reoreation & Conservation, May 1975.
WELLS GRAY PARK: A VISITOR'S GUIDE TO THE PARK AND ITS ENVIRONS, by Roland Neave, 1974.
192 pp., maps, illus.

Miocene Press, 634 Tunstall Crescent, Kamloops V2C 3Jl. [Price?]

We need additions and corrections to these references.
the Editors.

Please contact
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NEW BABY MUNDAY PEAK TRAIL
This trail was completed by Paul Binkert in 1974. Map and description
follow. ROAD APPROACH: Take Chilliwack Riv. Road to Foley Lk. turn-off 16.5 miles
fran Cultus Lk. bridge. Turn L (N), crossing Chilliwack Riv. and turning R away fran
Chipmunk Cr. at fork. At next fork (Mt. I..aughington) keep R and follow Foley Cr. for
about 2 mi. to Airplane Cr. entrance into Chillwack Riv.; park here. TRAIL: Cross
bridge over Foley Cr. and follow logging road close to Airplane Cr. disregarding branches
of road to L. Trail itself starts at gravel slope about 30 mins. fran Foley Cr. After
a steep switchback section, it follows Airplane Cr., reaching a crossing and campsite
at about the 3500 1 level after 2 mi. Fran here it climbs steeply up the S slopes of
the Peak on the W of the tributary originating in small lake SE of Peak. At about 4000'
trail traverses Lover to praninent ridge and follows this ridge to rreadows at around
6000'. Traverse can be :rrade across :rreadows to E following creek bed to lake.
NCII'E: logging is planned near trail rese in future; watch for news in Newsletter, as
logging road approach nay change or becorre obscure.
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